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THE MOTHER ON THE COMPLEXITY OF OUR NATURE
Sweet Mother, here t s wrtten 'It lS part of the foundaton of Yoga to
become conscous of the great complexity of our nature, see the different
forces that move t and get over t a control of directing knowledge." Are
these forces different for each person?

Ys. The composition is completely different, otherwise everybody would be the
same. There are not two bemngs with an 1dent1cal combination; between the
different parts of the being and the composition of these parts the proportion is
different mn each mndrvdual There are people, primtrve men, people hke the yet
undeveloped races or the degenerated ones whose combinations are fairly
simple; they are still complicated, but comparatively simple. And there are
people absolutely at the top of the human ladder, the elite of humanity; their
combinations become so complicated that a very special discernment 1s needed
to find the relations between all these things

There are beings who carry in themselves thousands of different persona
lites, and then each one has its own rhythm and alternations, and there 1s a kind
of combinat10n, sometimes there are inner conflicts, and there 1s a play of
activities which are rhythmic and with alternations of certain parts which come to
the front and then go back and again come to the front. But when one takes all
that, 1t makes such complicated combinations that some people truly find 1t
difficult to understand what 1s going on in themselves, and yet these are the ones
most capable of a complete, co-ordinated, conscious, organised action; but their
organisation 1s infinitely more complicated than that of pnm1t1ve or undeveloped
men who have two or three impulses and four or five ideas, and who can arrange
all this very easily in themselves and seem to be very co-ordinated and logical
because there 1s not very much to organise. But there are people truly like a
multitude, and so that gives them a plasticity, a flmdity of action and an
extraordinary complexity of perception, and these people are capable of
understanding a considerable number of things, as though they had at their
disposal a veritable army which they move according to circumstance and need;
and all thus Is mnsude them. So when these people, with the help of yoga, the
discipline of yoga, succeed in centralismg all these bemgs around the central hght
of the divine Presence, they become powerful entities, precisely because of their
complexity So long as thus 1s not organised they often give the impress1on of an
incoherence, they are almm,t mcomprehens1ble, one can't manage to understand
why they are hke that, they are so complex. But when they have orgamsed all
these beings, that 1s, put each one mn 1ts place around the drvmne centre, then truly
they are ternf1c for they have the capacity of understanding almost everything
and domng almost everythmng because of the multtude of enttes they contamn, of
which they are com,tituted And the nearer one 1s to the summit of the ladder,
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the more is 1t like that, and consequently the more difficult is it to organise one's
being; because when you have about a dozen elements, you can qmckly compass
and organise them, but when you have thousands of them, it 1s difficult.

(Collected Works of the Mother, Centenary Ed., Vol. 7, pp. 215-16.)

THE MOTHER ON FEAR
WHY fear? Fear is a useless and cumbersome thing. If you are reasonable, you
understand that fear cannot prevent anythmg. If somethmg unpleasant is tendmg
to happen, you cannot stop 1t by your fear. But 1f 1t 1s not tending to happen,
your fear attracts 1t and then it 1s hkely to happen. If you replace fear by
confidence, you can prevent unpleasant happenmngs People who have confi
dence go through life safely, without accidents-nothing goes wrong with them.

105 1958

(Noted by Amal Kzran)

VOLUME II OF

Glimpses of The Mother's Life
Compiled by Nilima with the help of Shraddhavan

Edited by K. D. Sethna-WITH MANY PICTURES-PRICE: Rs. 35/-

Here, as in Volume I, the Mother emerges as a spiritual figure of
extraordinary sympathy, charm and creative mns1ght.

Once agam we come into contact with her vaned activity. mward and
outward, together with her divine reality in each passmg moment as well as
through the aeons of earthly evolution. Once agam the great presence of Sn
Aurobmndo mntens1fies her own ambience and envelops us both on its own and
more intimately through her warm closeness to our affairs, whch mncludes
even the anmmal and plant world around us.

Sri Aurobindo Books Distribution Agency, Pondicherry-605 002



THE MOTHER'S ANSWER TO A MONITRESS

Sweet Mother,
The students, especially the adolescents, often comp/am that they have to

do even the physcal exercses that they do not like and do notfind interestng
Would you reply to this, Mother?

WE are not on earth to follow our own sweet will but to progress.
Phys1cal exercises are not done for fun or to satisfy one's whims, but as a

methodical discipline to develop and strengthen the body.
True wisdom is to take pleasure mn everything one does and that 1s poss1ble if

one takes everything one does as a way to progress. Perfection 1s difficult to
attain and there is always a great deal of progress to be made mn order to achieve
it.

TO SEEK PLEASURE IS CERTAINLY THE BEST WAY TO MAKE
YOURSELF MISERABLE:

If you truly want peace and happiness, your constant preoccupation should
be:

"What progress must I make to be able to know and serve the D1vme?"*
Show this to C. She ought not to have listened to what the children say. She

has been here a long time. She ought to know that.
That ["To seek pleasure 1s certainly the best way to make yourself

miserable"] 1s an absolute truth. It affirms that if you want to satisfy your httle
ego, you are sure to be unhappy. For sure! It 1s the best way to make yourself
miserable. To say: "Oh, it 1s boring; oh, I must do what I like; oh, that person 1s
unkind to me; oh, hfe does not bnng me what I want." Ouah!!!

"Am I what I ought to be?
"Am I domg what I ought to be domg?
"Am I progressing as much as I should?"
Then 1t becomes mteresting.
"What should I learn mn order to make my next progress? What mnfirmty

must I cure? What shortcomings must I overcome? What weakness must I get nd
of?"

And, then naturally, the next moment: "How can I become capable of
understanding and serving the Divine?"

I have written 1t down specially so that you can show 1t to C.

(Collected Works of the Mother, Centenary Ed., Vol 12, pp. 383-385.)

Written question and reply The comment following 1s oral
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SRI AUROBINDO ON THE REAL DIFFICULTY
THE real difficulty is always in ourselves, not in our surroundings There are
three thmgs necessary mn order to make men invincible, Will, D1smterestedness
and Faith. We may have a wll to emancipate ourselves, but sufficient fanth may
be lacking. We may have a faith in our ultimate emancipation, but the will to use
the necessary means may be wantmg. And even If there are will and faith, we
may use them with a violent attachment to the frmt of our work or with pass10ns
of hatred, blmd excitement or hasty forcefulness which may produce evil
reactions. For this reason 1t 1s necessary, ma work of such magmtude, to have
resort to a higher Power than that of mmd and body in order to overcome
unprecedented obstacles. This is the need of stidhanii.

God is within us, an Ommpotent, Omnipresent, Ommsc1ent Power; we and
He are of one nature and, 1f we get mto touch with Him and put ourselves in His
hands, He will pour into us His own force and we shall reahse that we too have
our share of godhead, our port10n of omnipotence, omnipresence and omn1
science. The path 1s long, but self-surrender makes rt short; the way 1s difficult,
but perfect trust makes it easy.

Will 1s omnipotent, but 1t must be drvmne will, selfless, tranquil, at ease
about results. "If you had faith even as a grain of mustard-seed," sad Jesus,
"you would say to this mountam, Come, and 1t would come to you." What was
meant by the word Faith, was really Will accompanied with perfect sraddha
Sraddha does not reason, it knows for 1t commands sight and sees what God
wills, and it knows that what 1s God's will, must happen, Sraddha, not blmd but
using s1ght spiritual, can become omn1scent.

Will 1s also ommpresent. It can throw itself into all with whom It comes mto
contact and give them temporarly or permanently a portion of its power, its
thought, its enthusiasm. The thought of a solitary man can become, by exercise
of selfless and undoubting will, the thought of a nation The will of a smgle hero
can breathe courage mnto the hearts of a million cowards

This 1s the Sadhana that we have to accomplsh. Thus is the condition of our
emancipation. We have been usmng an Imperfect wll wth imperfect fauth and
imperfect d1smterestedness. Yet the task we have before us 1s not less difficult
than to move a mountam

The force that can do 1t, exsts. But 1t Is hdden mn a secret chamber wthmn us
and of that chamber God holds the key Let us find Him and claim It

(Sr Aurobndo Brth Centenary Library. Vol 17. pp 178-79)
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LIFE-POETRY-YOGA
SOME PERSONAL LETTERS

LET me hurry up to wash you a brthday which wll bemn some words from
Savtr

A golden temple-door to thmgs beyond.

The "thmngs beyond" are the holy presences mn the mmost sanctuary to which the
temple-door leads and of whch the goldenness of that entrance 1s the promise. A
soul-state of mtense yet steady lummos1ty revealmg the Supreme Lord and the
D1vme Mother as the immortal In-dwellers of our bemg 1s the best birthday
realisation I can wish you.

I am sure that nothmg less than this can meet the needs of your nature. You
are a born devotee of the Eternal and the Infmite. I thmk you belong to that rare
company to whom instinctive or intuutrve movements deep within make, as
Wordsworth puts 1t,

Our n01sy years seem moments in the being
Of the eternal Silence,

and for whom the long littleness of the ordinary hfe 1s never fmal, feelmg as they
do, with Wordsworth agam, that

Whether we be young or old,
Our destiny, our bemg's heart and home
Is with mfinitude, and only there.

Of course, the perception of a Splendour mn our depths, which 1s beyond our
small outer existence and 1s yet our own self's secret truth-such a perception
does not necessanly mean a neglect by us of all passmg and fmnute matters, for 1t 1s
mn them that the inmost verity's radiance has to be shed. So I should not sound
unnatural 1f from the subject of Spmt and Soul connected with your blfthday I
make a transition to the theme of the history you have given me of your food
mtake down the years. Each one has to adjust his food accordmg to his body's
reactions. What you have settled upon seems to me a good diet. I don't know
why you obJect to eggs One egg a day could be a substantial aid to strength,
provided you with your slghtly uncertamn stomach can dgest rt. I can understand
your objection to omons and garlic, but they are not, as you say, "tamas1c'' or
mnerta-causing food: they are rajas1c or excitement-producmng stuff. I personally
don't fancy them mn general because they affect one's breath and sometimes even
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one's sweat. This applies to onons only when they are taken raw. My const1tu
t10n accepts all kmds of food I don't particularly go after any kind, but welcome
whatever 1s given-and everythmng rs inwardly offered to the DIvmne Mother with
the prayer: "May 1t all go to the growth of your drvmnuty mn me" (202 1992)

*

I arnved at my flat on March 17 after five months at the Ashram Nursing Home.
Physiotherapy has started mn rght earnest to make me cope more efficiently with
the problems left by the fracture of last October 15 I have renewed my old
rhythm mn general. The most important note recurring rs my dauly afternoon-v1st
to the Samadh, albeit now ma wheelchalf It's glonous to be there again. In the
old days I felt I was inwardly embracmng the Samadh. Now 1t 1s as 1f the Samadh
were mwardly embracing me. Sn Aurobindo and the Mother seem overjoyed to
fmd me back "home" and they press their hght upon my head and their love
upon my heart without ceasing.

The Drvmne appears to be more happy in gaining poor mnfintes1mal Me than
I could be mn plunging into the inexhaustible splendour of His beatific mmmens1ty.
The Drvmne's Grace has always puzzled me at the same time that 1t has
enraptured me. It 1s as though to get one little kiss from me God enfolds me with
a whole cosmos of sunlike warmth and moonhke tenderness and mnumerable
star-touches of thnllmg intimacy. I have always felt myself a most unhkely
explorer of the mystic consciousness, ever a stranger to the art of detached God
dedicated action, a self-doubter even as a devotee at a Guru's feet and yet all my
wandenng world-tempted wats have somehow been drawn to Yoga. Turn as
often as I may my ears to the song of the sirens, my face has been pulled away
agam and again mn the opposite direction by the strams of a far flute throbbmng mn
earth's air from Brindavan's woods thousands of years ago I am amazed at this
phenomenon.

Not that I am matenally mmded in contrast to the spintual temper. I am no
worshipper of shekels but, as I have often declared, I am by nature a dweller on
the left bank of the Seine, the Latin Quarter, the resort of beauty-drunk artists
and endless chasers of ideas The world visible to the sharpened senses, the vast
field of the mmd's mamfold review of thmgs-these were the lures to me.
Through cunous C!fcumstances I was thrown mto a search for the invisible, a
grope for the unthmkable. Luckily, they brought me before Sn Aurobindo and
face to face with the Mother Here were beings of flesh and blood, concretely on
earth, who yet stood for the Beyond and the Boundless Because of them I could
turn to the spmtual hfe.

They also showed through thelf spintuahty a firm clasp on the world of form
and rhythm that 1s the dehght of the born artist and an equal gnp on the sphere
of multitudinous interlinked ideas that is the passion of the insatiable thmker. If
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the Mother had not been a painter and a musician, if Sri Aurobindo had not
philosophised and written poetry of both vision and reflection, I would scarcely
have made the Ashram my permanent home. And once I chose to hve there,
they with an incalculable love kept a hold on me. It was a hold I desired because
1t was so warm and rich-I asked for 1t to continue even 1f I were to feel like
drifting away to the old non-Yogc life. And now at the Samadh after five
months of absence I experienced once more the sweet eagerness of the Divme to
lock me up mn His lavish affection as if I were a Koh-1-noor, "a mountain of
lght", instead of being a mere pebble of a disciple whom strange forces had
kicked into His courtyard.

Now enough about me. Your news is very cheering. To dip mto Savltrz
anywhere as if it were a book of oracles and read two or three pages with intense
pleasure at "the word-music and the tremendously beautiful English" 1s a great
move forward in the re-creation of your mner bemg. And a step forward too is
your trying to add to what you call your "repertoire of heart-sadhana" that
dictum of Sri Aurobindo's: "Love the Mother. Always behave as 1f the Mother
was looking at you; because she 1s, mdeed, always present." Whatever renders
the Mother an increasingly vivid reality to us 1s a step ahead on the Aurobindo
man path. Your new moves make you a more congemal compamon to me mn the
spiritual search. For, most of my Yoga boils down to conjuring up the Mother
before my eyes and steeping myself mn the keen memory of that atmosphere of
warm wideness and holy soul-building silence which I always felt mn her presence.

(26.3 1992)
*

You say: "I am convinced that your prayers can reach the Mother more easily
than mine So always I have been askmg you to give just two mmutes for me." I
don't understand why you should attach special ment to my prayers. Isn't
everybody capable of domg what I do? My method 1s very natural and simple.
Whatever is to be put before the Mother I Just carry as 1f in a void crystal to a
great Vo1d beyond my head and there I am lost with it in the Mother's presence
for a few mmutes. I feel an mtense reachmg out to her benevolent hands and
nothing exists for me then except those hands, all-recervmng, all-granting. I do
not mmagmne any answer but watt in a prolonged concentrated hush into which
somethmg takes shape at her touch. I don't try to "read" what she has put there.
The trymg would break the spell. I wait for the end of the meetmg between my
void and her V01d. When I am back to myself her reply casts a sort of image on
my mind. Sometimes rt 1s very clear and detailed-on other occasions rt is rather
general but some sort of drift is usually caught. The secret of the prayer 1s the
utter absorption in the appeal, the utter lack of preconception as to the response,
the utter undemandmg joy mn the communion with the supreme Beauty and
Beatitude, the utter openness to whatever comes out of their mcalculable Grace.
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The prayer 1s no casual act Something goes forth from deep down withm, as 1f
one's whole self were gathered mnto 1t for a while. What 1s done 1s a part of the
sadhana and when 1t s over I am myself a little nearer the D1vine at the same
time that I have stnven to take my fnend a bit closer to that mexhaust1ble
Sweetness.

The dream you have recounted 1s surely not Just a throw-up of the
subconscrent A few confused elements may be there but by and large 1t 1s an
expenence on an mner plane with a psychic light playing on 1t If you found no
trace at all of your physical d1sab1hty, the plane could not be merely the subtle
phys1cal. There, m the midst of a substantial change, some sign however famt of
our phys1cal conditon 1s usually present You were certamnly meeting our Gurus
and your soul was full of gratitude that 1s why you wanted to offer to them the
flower s1gnufymng Grace in recognrton of the great benefit conferred on you, but
1t 1s rather a mystery why you could not directly make the offermg and had to do
t through somebody else Perhaps a part of you was not wholly given to the
opportumty you had been granted. Some hmt of this part appears at the end of
the dream when comes "the idea ot returmng home immediately as the tram
time was so close". However I tee! that the somebody else was not really a non
you You wnte that "he accepted" your 'request'' 'with a smile"' It seems that
he was your own soul which had been shghtly ~eparated from your mner state by
the lurkmng anxiety about mussing your trainthe link with your outer bemng The
'smile"' was a psychic signal, a reassurance that nothing was truly lost Have I
not spoken of your "smihng face·· as something most charactenstic of you the
sadhak? Surely it can only be your soul that wears so natural a smile m spite of
your ternble handicaps? (15 4.1992)

Your letter asks me. "What has changed dunng all these eight years smce we last
met. You can say 'Well, I have grown older and more expenenced ' Yes, but
what does your expenence say about supramentahsation and divmisat10n of the
body? How far have we gone mn the durecton calculated to make us achieve those
things-for the rest 1s all ummportant?"

You seem to be gettmg most thmgs wrong About my age you say "You
were 29 1n 1927 when you met Sn Aurobmdo for the first time So now you must
be 94 "I was Just 21 days past my 23rd year when I reached the Ashram I met
Sn Aurobmdo for the first tmme on February 21, 1928 Since my arival here I
have kept my eyes strained towards the great goal Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother
have set up as the culmmat1on of thetr Integral Yoga· the supramentahsat1on and
drvmn1saton of the body. But I have never forgotten that thus goal has been put by
them 1n a far-away future and that the central obect has always been the
real1sat1on of the D1vineand now that our Gurus have left the1r bodies 1t 1s 1dle
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to thmk that any of us 1s gomg to do m a lifetime what they themselves didn't.
This does not mean we cannot move towards 1t with whatever speed an illummed
snail can command. Don't be shocked at my irreverence. Indeed it is vam to
imagme we can move fast m that direction But the best means towards 1t 1s the
deepenmg and widenmg and heightenmg of the realisation of the Divme,
especially with the psychic bemg as the ever-smlmng centre of our mamfold
mystic movement Adopting your language I would say that all else is ummpor
tant, and I would add: "In spite of physical supramentahsatlon havmg been
postponed, thmgs are going fairly well here."

In thus connect1on the top1c you have raised of X 1s pertinent. He 1s clamming
to be supramentahsmg his body. Both Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother have
clearly said that the supramentalsation of the mind, the vital bemg and the
physical consciousness have to precede the body's supramentalsatonand that
there would be a failure m the Integral Yoga if the true soul has not emerged and
taken charge of the sadhana with 1ts constant spontaneous surrender to the
Drvmne, 1ts instinctve w1de-spreading sweetness, 1ts unfalmng hght of guudmng
truth, its poised mtensity of tranquil strength. We have to look for signs of these
spiritual states before we accept anybody's-yes, any body'sclaim towards the
ultimate supramentahsatlon.

Here is Sn Aurobmdo wntmg to Sahana on 14.111933. "It is qmte
impossible for the Supramental to take up the body before there has been the full
supramental change m the mmd and the vital " And what has the Mother to say?
"Before you take up the work of physical transformation, which is of all thmgs
the most difficult, you must have your consc10usness firmly, sohdly established mn
the Truth." (Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 4, p 52)

Besides, we have to remember what Sn Aurobmdo has said from the
begmnmg about the role of the Guru I'll quote a few items.

"In thus disupline the mnspiraton of the Master and. mn the difficult stages,
hrs control and hrs presence are Indispensablefor 1t would be impossible
otherwise to go through it without much stumblmg and error which would
prevent all chances of success. The Master is one who has nsen to a higher
consciousness and bemng and he 1s often regarded as its manufestat1on or
representatve. He not only helps by hus Yogic teachmng andstill more by hus
mfluence and example but by a power to communicate his own expenence to
others." (Sr Aurobndo and Hs Ashram)

"Each man who enters the realms of yogc expenence 1s free to follow his
own way; but this yoga is not a path for anyone to follow, but only for those who
accept and seek the aim, pursue the way pointed out upon which a sure guidance
1s mdispensable. It is idle for anyone to expect that he can follow this road
far-much less go to the end by his own mner strength and knowledge without
the true aid or mfluence. Even the ordmary long-practised yogas are hard to
follow without the aid of the guru; m this which as it advances goes through
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untrodden countries and unknown entangled regions, 1t 1s quute 1mposs1ble.''
(Birth Centenary Edition, Letters on Yoga, p. 1045)

"As for the letter, I suppose you will have to tell the writer that his father
committed a mustake when he took up Yoga without a guru-for the mental idea
of a Guru cannot take the place of the actual lvmng influence. This Yoga
especially, as I have written m my books, needs the help of the Guru and cannot
be done without 1t." (Ibd., p 1051)

Fmally, there 1s Nrodbaran's Correspondence wth Sri Aurobndo (Vol. 2,
p. 900), which I have already quoted m Mother India some time ago:

"Is it only for physical transformation that staymg here is necessary?
Otherwise smcere sadhana can be done elsewhere as well as here "

"I don't suppose the later stages of the transformation includmg the physical
would be possible elsewhere In fact m those outside none of the three
transformations [psychic1sat1on, spmtuahsation, supramentalisation] seems to
have begun. They are all prepanng. Here there are at least a few who have
started one or two of them. Only that does not show outside The physical or
external alone shows outside " (Aprl 11, 1937)

Sri Aurobmdo 1s talkmg of the Ashram. But surely no mere locahty in
Pond1cherry is meant? What Is meant s the place that has the phys1cal presence
of Sri Aurobmdo and the Mother. This presence is the sne qua non for the
d1vinisation or supramentalisation of the body. Without 1t the last stage of the
Aurobmdonian Yoga can be reached not by what I have termed in my letters to
fnends a concentrated and accelerated process-a spintual revolution, as 1t were
in the present lifetime-but only by a process of spmtual evolut10n through life
after hfe. It 1s postponed and not cancelled, because the Supramental Light,
Consc10usness and Force manifested mn the subtle-physical layer of the earth on
February 29, 1956 and became secretly an active evolutionary factor mn earth's
history. With their manifestation the Mother has assured humanity's future
supramentahsation begmnmg, of course, with a nucleus of "supermen". She was
attemptmg also the spmtually revolutionary process-the supramental trans
formation of her own body, to be followed by the same change mn her disciples
provided they were thoroughgomng and psychically wide-open. Thus, for some
reason of her own, did not work out. So we are left with the slow march of
evolution. Even the pace of the spiritual revolut10n was never considered to be a
super-swift one. The Mother has declared on Sn Aurobindo's authonty that,
after all the mner Yog1c realisations had been compassed, 1t would take three
hundred years for the physical transformation to be accomplished. Of course,
the accomplishment would be preceded by the power to prolong one's hfe. And
the accomplishment would be in the wake of the Gurus' own bodily supra
mentalisat1on. Sri Aurobmdo wrote to me long ago that he was not workmg for
physical supramentalisat1on for his own self alone and added: "But 1f 1t is not
done in myself, it cannot be done in others." Of course he never put the Mother
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on a par with "others". When he left his body he told the Mother: "You have to
fulfll our Yoga of Supramental Descent and Transformation." If 1t was not
fulfilled in the Mother, it cannot be fulfilled in any of us.

In Nrodbaran's Correspondence (October 7, 1937, Vol 2, p 704), we also
get a glimpse of two fundamental themes: (1) the central achievement m the
supramental Yoga, (2) the ultimate result of 1t. Sr Aurobindo wntes:

"What 1s vital is the supramental change of consciousness---conquest of
death is somethmg minor and, as I have always said, the last physical result of it,
not the first result of all or the most important-a thmg to be added to complete
the whole, not the one thing needed and essential. To put it first is to reverse all
spiritual values-It would mean that the seeker was actuated, not by any hugh
spiritual aim but by a vital clmging to life or a selfish and timid seeking for the
security of the body-such a spint could not bring the supramental change.

"Certamly, evexything depends on my success. The only thing that could
prevent it, so far as I can see, would be my own death or the Mother's "

You have not faced-nor have many of us here faced-all these truths.
Hence your questions and the eagerness to meet X. You tell me that you tned to
"ferret" him out when youwere in the USA but failed. Now you are appealmg to
my supposed "sixth sense" to grve you hus "exact address". I am sorry I don't
have this sense on tap-and even If I had I would not waste 1t on what you des1re

You have another question too: "Have you visited Auroville lately? Or are
you still allergic to go to the wonder crty of the future?" Well, in the early years
after its foundation I went to Auroville a number of times. I gave a couple of
talks to it and even spent a mght there I have had no general allergyonly a few
aversions to particular aspects of it in the past. (8.4 1992)

*

I have not come across any specific and detailed pronouncement by Sri
Aurobmdo or the Mother about the Resurrection of Jesus which the new
Testament speaks of. But I have gathered from their writmgs or talks two pomts
that can bear upon it. The kmnd of risen body which Christians claim for Jesus is
not what Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother call the transformed supramentahsed
body which they have as the ultimate goal for humamty. Sn Aurobmndo has
clearly said that a body which by 1ts alleged divnuty does not remamn on the earth
as a tangible lasting presence cannot answer to his view of the supramental
physical. Once when the Mother's attention was drawn to the resurrected body
attributed to Jesus, she exclaimed· "but this body went to heaven!

The second pomnt 1s that the supramental physical 1s the result of an
evolutionary development of matter's own mntrmnsrc dharma (or law) of "mn
volved'' Supermmnd. it 1s not the outcome of a miraculous superimposition from
the Beyond by means of a siddhi (special power). The Beyond, m Sri
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Aurobmdo's v1s1on, descends into a mould prepared by the upward thrust of the
concealed or covered w1thm, which holds the same divinity as makes the down
thrust The Integral Yoga mn its fullness is meant to concentrate the evolutionary
process mto an accelerated revolutionary movement. It 1s not something
achieved, as St. Paul says, "m the twinkling of an eye" during the hoped-for
Second Coming of Chnst at the world's end and taken up into the Beyond. A
new gradually d1vimsed hfe upon the earth and not a sudden transf1gurat1on
breaking with 1t and passmg away from rt: such is the Aurobindon1an spmrtual
vis1on for the future. (1988)

AMAL KIRAN
(K.D. SETHNA)

WHAT DID COLUMBUS DISCOVER?
In 1492 Columbus set sail on his great voyage across the Atlantic. Five
hundred years later-mn the current year-a lot of discussion has gone
on about his discovery. Where exactly did he set foot? What was his
own assessment? Interestmg hght 1s shed on these questions by the
following passage from the Tmes Lterary Supplement several years
ago

"Was Columbus really a discoverer? If so, what dud he dscover?
The pomnt, as s very well known, 1s that the one conclusion Columbus

resisted fervently was precisely the discovery wth whch every schoolboy credits
him a new contment He had sailed, he was convmced, precisely a~ he
prophesied, to the Indies His landfall-Cuba to us-was Chma to his eyes. Thus
1t 1s not clear that Columbus thought he had discovered anything at all, rather he
had proved what true-blue geography had presupposed all along: the short,
westerly route to the Indies.

If then Columbus did not 'discover Amenca', who did? Or, indeed, did
anyone? It was Vespucci who first penetrated the fog of 'received common sense'
and saw the new world for what rt really was "

ANON



A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Please permit me to add a footnote to the excellent article on LINGUISTIC
STATES by Shr Sachchidananda Mohanty mn the Apnl number ofMother India.

In his Message to the Andhra Umvers1ty on the occasion of the presentation
of the Cattamnachi Ramalmga Reddy National Prize to him at the Convocation
held at the Unversrty on the 11th December 1948 (vide SABCL Vol. 26, pp.
407-13) Sn Aurobmndo discusses at length the rationale of the drvus1on of Inda
mto states on a hnguistic basi!>. He speaks of the absence of political umty m the
country and accounts for it. Then he says,

.Then came the Bntish Empire in India which recast the whole country
mto artificial provmces made for its own convemence, disregarding the
principle of drvson into regional peoples but not abolishmng that drvs1on
For there had grown up out of the origmal elements a natural system of sub
nations with different languages, literatures and other traditions of their
own, the four Dravidian peoples, Bengal, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Punjab,
Smd, Assam, Onssa, Nepal, the Hmdi-speaking peoples of the North,
Rajputana and Bihar. .

In takmg over the admmnstraton from Bntam we had inevitably to
follow the hoe of least resistance and proceed on the basis of the artificial
British-made provmces, at least for the time; this prov1s1onal arrangement
now threatens to become permanent, at least m the mam and some sec an
advantage mn th1s permanence. For they thunk 1t will help the umflcation of
the country and save us from the necessity of preservmg the regional sub
nations which m the past kept the country from an entire and thorough
going unification and unformuty In a ngorous umficat1on they see the only
true un1on, a single nation with a standardised and uniform admmnustrat1on,
language, hterature, culture, art, education,-all earned on through the
agency of one national tongue ...1t 1s doubtful 1f 1t 1s for India truly
desirable ... By these differences the country was made the home of many
hvmg and pulsatmg centres of hfe, art, culture, a richly and bnlhantly
coloured d1vers1ty m unity. the whole nation lived with a full hfe m its
many parts and this mcreased enormously the creative energy of the whole.
There 1s no poss1buhty any longer that thus drversrty wll endanger or
dmmmn1sh the unity of India

Sn Aurobmdo says further that the Congress durmg the Freedom fight had
always favoured the hnguistc states. He fully supports the division of states on a
lunguustc basis.

KB. SITARAMAYYA
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"MY OPERATION AND ESHA'S ROLE IN IT"
AN ACCOUNT BY NIRODBARAN

MANY times in the past as well as recently, some serous phys1cal problems have
affected a few ot the older sadhaks, makmng me wonder what the occult reasons
for thus might be. Materal scrence would scoff at such a concern. But, mn the
Ashram, spmtual science must take the occult mto account, particularly when 1t
1s a quest1on of sadhaks who enjoy a far measure of drvmne protect1on.

A case in pomnt 1s that of K D Sethna (Amal K1ran), the editor of Mother
Inda He hmself has wrtten of hrs experience, descrbmng t so lucidly that I
need only touch upon it. He tells he had fallen so many times in his hfe that
he had become used to it But none of his falls was of such a grave and unusual
nature as his latest one. Being such as nnght have been nearly fatal because of
poss1ble arteral damage, 1t confined hmm for months to a hospital bed, and then
to a wheelchatr most of the time

The second case Is my own. It has not been as senous as Sethna's But
because my condition has occurred at a very advanced age and in a most
unexpected manner, I cannot help pondering on the inner forces involved After
all, we are all aware of the defmnrte occult factor in the fracture of Sn
Aurobmndo's rght thigh-bone Years ago in a different context, he wrote to me
that when the Force started working in the subconscrent, no one could predict
what the consequences would be among the sadhaks He meant spiritual
consequences, but the turmo1l and disturbances one sees in the world would
indicate that the physical effects would be no less senous. It would have to be so
if the Force were to clear up all the past karmic accumulation in the subconscient
of mankind so that a new creation could be buult up. I will not probe further into
thus musty occult domain

Returnmng to my own case, I find that the events leadmng to my operation
make a story worth recofding The decis10n to perform a prostate operation was
not a simple or straightforward one. It came about so suddenly that 1t surprised
everyone Ashramtes had been under the impression that I enJoyed excellent
health. For years I had been rdmng around on a b1cycle, and exercising regularly.,
m the playground, even though I was on the way to being a nonagenarian I did
not bother to listen when some fnends warned me about cycling m the hectic
traffic that now prevatls throughout the town Despite quite a few falls, I stll
persisted in cycling because each time I fell I escaped with a few scratches

No wonder the news of my impending operatton came to everyone as a bolt
from the blue. There were those who advised me not to undertake the rsk, but
to rely on the Mother's Grace mstead. I myself was averse to drastic surgery,
particularly as I was aware of the Mother's views. Accordmg to her, surgery was
an act of violence that deranged the whole system psychologically as well as
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physically Bearmng thus mn mind, I tried first to avod, then postpone the
operation hy takmg homoeopathic and ayurvedic drugs All this while, so far as I
could see, I had no urgent symptoms callmg for surgical mtervent1on

Looking back, It 1s mnteresting to note how the first seemingly mnsugnficant
symptom appeared when I was servmg Sn Aurobmdo over forty years ago He
had developed a mmor eye ailment, and the Mother had asked me to wash his
eyes in a simple boric lot1on at nght Once whle I was domng thus, I suddenly felt
a pressure to unnate I called Champaklal to hold the eye-cup, and ran out of the
room m precipitate hurry. So abrupt was my departure that 1t seemed Sn
Aurobmdo asked Champaklal what was wrong. Thus started the first traces of
my mc1p1ent prostate trouble Yet the problem was of such a mmor nature that 1t
did not mterfere with my service to Sn Aurobmdo.

Even after his passmg, I was fairly free from the aggravatmg symptoms that
overtake many patients Nevertheless, I consulted my semor colleague and
emment surgeon who had treated Sn Aurobmdo: Dr Sanyal After exammmg
me, he pronounced that my prostate was palpably enlarged, but that 1t was m
such a position that 1t was not likely to cause me much trouble Thus assured. I
went on mernly with my normal hfe untroubled by any discomfort except the
need for immediate rehef when I felt any pressure on my bladder

Only recently some new symptoms drew my attention to the malady though
I could not assess thear s1gmficance. My med1cal knowledge was mnadequate for
such a d1agnos1s; but I dud know that the well-known scourge of old age had
caught up with me. I now asked Esha to pray to Sn Aurobmndo to nd me of the
problem or, if that was not possible, to at least save me from cancer of the
p10state, a not so rare complcat1on m cases such as mme

Sn Aurobmdo answered with his usual tauntmg humour that the next time I
would ask him to protect me from the onset of leprosy I had on other occas10ns
m the past requested Esha to ask Sri Aurobmdo about my physical troubles, as
she was so closely mn touch with him For mstance, last year when she asked him
about my need for a cataract operation he rephed, "I wish I had known about 1t

·earher, because I could have prevented rt. However, ;t 1s a simple operat1on, and
he need not be afraid "Then durmg the operation I actually saw him s1ttmg m a
char m the room, watching the show Afterwards, when my other eye began to
he affected, I appealed to him agam, but this time he gave an entirely different
answer. He said that, 1f he mtervened and tned to cure, 1t might produce harmful
effects on other organs mn the body. (Here some sceptics may ask, "If, as we have
heard, Sn Aurobmdo was always so concerned about you, how 1s 1t that he did
not know about your physical problems without having to be told?" I must admit
thus 1s a puzzle, but I am reminded of hs reply to my suggestion that he should
develop some medical knowledge, and so dispense with human help m the
medical sphere He rephed that he had no latent medico m him, and had no time
or need to develop one.)
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To return to my recent problem: my symptoms in the beginning were more
of a nmsance than anything else. About a year ago, I noticed that I was wetting
my bed at night I used to empty my bladder before retmng, but the incontinence
would occur all the same, though mterm1ttently. It would even happen dunng
the day while I was med1tatmg. But the night incontmence was more trouble
some because I was sleeping in Sr1 Aurobmndo's room and was afraud of spo1ling
the carpet.

I now had no chmce but to consult an expenenced doctor, a good fnend of
mine He examined me and found that my bladder was enlarged due to
unsuspected retention of urine Thus was what was causing the overflow at mght.
He recommended an ayurved1c drug he had found very helpful m other prostate
cases But when I tned 1t 1t did not do much good, and I turned to some
homoeopathic doctors I knew But their medication was only shghtly more
effective

Somewhat alarmed, I went to a well-qualified surgeon, who was able to
diagnose my condition precisely He told me that my bladder had become
distended due to an obstruction of unne-flow from the enlarged prostate After
further Investigation and testung, he advised that I go through wth the operation
Now I got a bit scared, for though ths procedure had lost all its prev10us
seriousness owing to advances m surgical technique, I still shred away from
hosp1tahsat1on and all the mconvenience 1t would entail. For a man who had led
a long and active hfe, being confined to bed for an indefm1te penod <;eemed most
dsagreeable

So once agam I took Esha's help and asked her to appeal to the Guru for his
intervention The Guru gave his verdict m favour of an operation, and observed
that otherwise I might lose the use of my legs. In spite of thus unhappy prognosIs,
I could still not persuade myself to take his advice I felt I had not given
homoeopathy a far tral.

Meanwhile, my doctor was already planning to send me to Madras where he
knew a leading surgeon But I did not favour the idea, and much preferred to be
operated upon m J1pmer, 1f an operation turned out to be the only recourse As
for the doctor whc would perform the surgery, we came to know that there was a
very good young surgeon in attendance at Jpmer-though not as expenenced as
the Madras spec1ahst-but that he was on leave In this event. I was dtrected to
another Jpmer surgeon for hus opmuon. He confirmed the diagnosis, but advised
that scanning be done before takmg a fmal dec1s10n regardmg an operation.

When the scan was completed, 1t revedled qmte an enlarged prostate and a
bladder so distended that 1t occupied almost half of the lower abdomen, and held
a far amount of res1dual urine. It was mndeed quite a serous picture mnducatmng as
early an operation as possible

In spite of everything, I continued to be hesitant, even though I knew of a
frend of mine who had hdd his prostate removed about two years ago by an
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emment surgeon and was discharged from hospital m a few days
On the other hand, I recalled the case of another close friend with a sudden

prostate obstruct1on. In hus case, Dr Sanyal advused an mmmedate operation.
The patient referred his case to the Mother and affirmed that he would abide by
her decs1on, as he was a strong belever mn her power She advised hmm agamnst
any surgical mtervent1on, and told him he would be protected 1f he had unshaken
fanth mn the drvmne power

I thus found myself mn a dlemma On one sde, Sn Aurobmndo had given hs
ciear verdict, and on the other the Mother had been known to oppose any
surgical mterference with the body. I had no alternative but to refer my problem
agam to the Guru But this tame his reply was enugmate. He said that he would
concur with whatever I decided.

( To be contznued)

SOMETHING

SOMETHING is happening to my eyes;
Whatever obJects I see
Leap mn sudden surpnse
And look back strangely at me

Am I lookmg out'>
Am I lookmg m?
Really, I know not,
The gap 1s very thm

Rhythms from depths of the seas
Flout the paces of years;
Dms hush, n01ses cease,
Somethmg's happened to my ears

A sweet thnll I taste,
Joy and warmth feel,
A oneness subtle and chaste
That my senses conceal

There's a mus1c mn the chasm.
A haunt m the breeze;
My lonely microcosm
Has sprung a million me's.

AKASH DESHPANDE



LABOUR OF LOVE

BY HUTA

(Continued from the issue of June 1992)

DAYs flew too quuckly Now I was prepanng to leave England
I happened to meet qmte a number of interestmg men who proposed to me,

but I refused.
The Mother was mformed m this regard. I also wrote a letter to my fnend

Mrs Saralaben Shah of Bombay·

"Never wll I get marred, never do I wish to fall into that delusion I recall
the Mother's letter which she wrote m 1956

'You are born for the D1vine and you wall fmnd the D1vine '
Thus was true and wall always remamn true. Let the Mother's Will be

fulfilled I will make the most of my hfe. I know my loyalty 1s put to the test.
But Huta will ever remam Huta-'The offered one ' "

Dunng my stay mn the Ashram for almost four years I met with hideous
difficulties both outward and Inward. I was aware of hardship mn the Ashram
Bes1des, my parents were anxious about my hfe as I was young. They permutted
me to fmnd a compamon of my own choice.

Indeed, some men were most attractive, well-dressed, well-educated, well
mannered, and there was somethmg dashmg and Jaunty about them

I might have easily accepted one of these gentlemen's proposal, got marned
and settled abroad. But my soul stood its ground.

k

A letter dated 7-7-60 came from the Mother·

"My dear httle child Huta,
As far as I know I have answered your letters, but both ways some may

have been lost. Thus one also I do not know if it will reach you m time
before you leave England

I have received the mce thmgs you have sent through Laljbhar's son,
and was hes1tatmg to wnte as he told me that you would soon leave
London But now I have your letter m which you say you have received
nothing from me smce a long time. so I venture to send this letter

I know nothmg about the pm I did not send you any. I am glad that
you are all rght and commg back soon With my love and blessmgs
always."

k
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My father wished me to visit the Continent. But now I was eager to be back
home. My parents wanted me to visit them in East Afnca. So on 15th July 1960 I
bade adieu to London.

I stayed three days m Jinja (Uganda) at my second brother's house, then I
went to Miwani (Kenya) where I met my parents. They inqmred about my
studies and stay m London. I never told them my difficulties, setbacks and
sufferings.

Days passed with monotonous slowness. I felt bored. My only refuge was
the nchness of Nature which she conveyed to me in her silent, secret, sweet way.

The Mother sent me a lovely card depicting the painting of a mauve Iris
flower on white satm. Her words were:

"The Aristocracy of Beauty.
With love and blessings."

I was longmg to see the Mother.
So much entertamment, so many diversions, yet I could not set my heart on

anything.
My parents were worried and suggested to me several times to consider

mamage. How to explain myself to them?
Our house was surrounded by huge mountams I wanted to chmb the peak

of one of them and shout and scream at the top of my v01ce: "I DO NOT WANT
TO GET MARRIED-LEAVE ME ALONE." But I was silent and refused to
answer any questions. More and more I felt suffocated among my own people,
relatives, frends. I was aloof, withdrawn. I realised that I never belonged to any
of them. Nevertheless I appreciated their good will with a thankful heart.

On 1st August 1960 I left Miwam for India.
I was anxiously awaitmg the unfoldment of the next phase of my life. These

words of Sn Aurobmdo were really encouragmg:

"So the Light grows always. As for the shadow, 1t 1s only a shadow and will
disappear mn the growing Lght.'

(To be continued)

Copyright @ Huta D. Hmdocha



THE TRUTH ABOUT THE TAJ
Taj Mahal

The Illumined Tomb
(An Anthology of 17th century Mughal and European sources Edited by W.E.
Begley & Z.A. Desai Pubhshed by The Aga Khan Programme for Islamic
Architecture, Rs. 320 )

AT first glance (and a qmck flip) through this excellently produced, printed and
illustrated anthology of over 300 pages one gets the impression of it bemg an
excuse for producmg a coffee table glossy on the Tay Mahal On closer
exammnat1on this does not seem to be the case. On notmg that 1t 1s sponsored by
the Aga Khan Programme for Islamic Architecture one realises that no effort has
been spared to finance the conversion of an "anthology" into a profusely
illustrated and comprehensive compendmm not only on the Tay Mahal, but on
the very character of the Emperor Shahahan. As Begley states at the end of his
introduction, "somewhere between the negative European gossip and the image
of the perfection pamted m the Moghul sources may he the truth about Shah
Jahan and the Illummed Tomb (rauza-1-munnavvara), the search for which 1s the
pnmary obJecttve of this anthology "

The spectrum between the image of perfection and the negative gossip as
presented mn the anthology rs 1deed a wide one. While a Mughal descnptton of
the Emperor refers to hum as "His Majesty the Khaqan, the inheritor of the
Kingdom of Solomon, the chmber of the steps of honour and glory, the full
moon of the skies of magnificence and fortune, the kn1ght in the field of frm
Faith, the Sun of Rehg1on and the world, the Refuge of Islam and Helper of
Muslims," Manucc1 almost revels m scandal stones about him In one place he
even states that "for the greater satisfaction of his lusts Shahjahan ordered the
erection of a large hall twenty cubits long and eight cubits wade adorned
throughout with great mtrrors At the corners of the m1rroVi hung great clusters
of pearls and the walls were of Jasper stone " "All ths expenditure" according to
hum ''was made so that he (Shahjahan) mught obscenely observe hmmself and hrs
favounte women."

In arrivmg at his own truth the reader could take heed of Begley's explicit
warning, "If the European sources are generally unreliable m thetr descnptlons
of the TaJ, their accounts and interpretations of people and events are even more
suspect "

To help the reader make an objective assessment of hrs own, Begley and
Desai have presented thetr matenal m a most orderly manner. Whether 1t 1s also
exhaustrve 1s beyond the judgement of thus non-epigraph1st-archaeologist-re
viewer. The materal 1s organised under the subheads of Mughal h1stones and
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documents, mnscrptons on the Taj, wntings of European travellers and the
collated biographical informat10n on the calligrapher and the architect of the
Taj In the case of hstores, the author has quoted largely from the court
appointed Royal hustorans such as Qazwmm1, Lahon, Kaltm, Sal1h, and Taba
taba'1. The quoted documents largely relate to Royal "Farmans" and "Hukums"
'Nhtle the European sources are the travelogues of Mundy, Mannque, Bermer,
Manucc1, Taverner and Therenot. The above documentary mater1al 1s com
plemented and reinforced by exhaustive coverage of the inscnpt1ons on the Taj
duly photographed and translated in eminently readable verse form. The book
ends with some hitherto unknown documents (which to the present reviewer are
the most 1llummnatmng part of the publication) relating to the architect, the
supervisor of the construction and the calligrapher of the budding.

Thus. for the epigraphist, archaeologist and archivist there 1s a wealth of
neatly organused materal to scrutinise, criticise and hold scholarly discussion.
Surprsmngly even to the layman and the bureaucrat casually reading through
this, 1t would at times be amusing and at times revealing to see how the Mughal
bureaucratic system (substantiated by innumerable bureaucratic notes, endorse
ments, recommendations, etc , without which even a royal dictate was not worth
the paper on which it was written) 1s faithfully followed to the present day and
continues to harass the common man, our democratic system notwithstanding.
While in the Mughal days at least even the bitterest pill was coated with the
politest of flowery language, today it 15 reduced merely to the usually turgid
comments, as we contemporary architect supplicants know so well

To this reviewer 1t 1s the 30-page introduction and the 20 pages devoted to
Amanat Khan the calligraphist and Ustad Ahmed Lahon, designated architect
of the Tay, that make the most revealing and lively reading It Is not surprismng to
note that on plans submitted by the architect to Shahjahan the latter "himself
wntes down his sacred Judicious notes to serve as a gude for the bu1ldmng
overseers and architects of buildings.'' Add to that the judicious appointment of
responsible admmnustratrve staff for overseeing projects and one realises that the
recipe for achievmg great arch1tecture-"a keen client, an efficient adminis
trator, a good architect and capable bmlder"-was as true then as today One
wonders whether it 1s the lack of one (or 1s 1t alJ?) of the above that results mn the
largely shabby pubhc bmldmgs of today.

On another level, the great controversy regardmg the architects of the Taj
Mahal 1s resolved m the most dsarmmgmanner by Begley He refers to a few
documents wntten by the son of one Ustad Ahmed Lahori, and accepts the son's
contention that his father was the architect of the Tay. By today's mores, nasty
aspersions of nepotism would be cast on such a document before 1ts acceptance
as sufficient proof. However, the way the matenal is presented Begley's
content10n seems qmte plausible. Anyway the fatuous claims of a European
having been the architect are mdeed convincingly demolished. Further, without
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d1rectly stating it the claims of P.N. Oak, the chauvinistic Hindu theonst. who
has advanced the thesis of the Taj being a Hindu palace, are equally well laid to
rest The documented correspondence between Shahjahan and Raja Jan Smngh,
establishes clearly that Jai Singh donated only the land on which the Taj was
bmlt, not with a Hindu palace already built on 1t.

This otherwise voluminous collecton of documentation on the Taj hgh
lights another pertinent point. All documents presented are of a h1!>toncal or
bureaucratic nature, there being nothing on the theory of the architectural
design. It 1s only a confirmation of the peculiar- fact that while Islam produced
great architecture 1t never encouraged any theoretical treatises to be prepared as
did other eastern c1vih!>at10ns such as the Hindu, Chinese or Japanese. An mnte
resting facet of Islam's attitude to bmldmgs, worth pondering over

Being an architect h1stonan myself, I finally must quote with envy Begley's
brief but all-encompassing description of the Illumined Tomb; "The Taj Mahal
complex clearly stands as the log1cal culmmnat1on of the earl1er Moghul tradition,
combmnmng bold engineering and massive scale with formal elegance and totally
co-ordinated design of flawless visual symmetry " And lastly, the only flaw one
noticed in the entire presentation is the uncoordinated and incorrect dimen
s1onmng of the otherwise excellent plans, elevations and sections of the Tay.

SATISH GROVER

(The Indan Express, Magazine, 14 10 90, p 4, originally captioned
"Who really built the Taj?2"7)
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SRI AUROBINDO AND SCIENCE
Tm1s subject of Sr Aurobmndo and scrence 1s among the most difficult to wrte
about since whatever is wntten here is bound to be something that is already
widely known and there 1s hardly anythmg new to add. All one can do 1s to quote
the ms1ghtful words of Sri Aurobmdo as regards the subject with commentanes
which can be mcomplete at best and leave 1t at that.

Science 1s a truly vast subject encompassing many disciplines ranging from
the most mundane to the most esotenc Science has enabled man to move
mountamns, conquer disease and pamn, fly to the Moon, unleash the ummagmably
dangerous and powerful energies locked wthn atoms, and made hmm capable of
total and complete self-annhlat1on Man knows how to promote death through
science but his efforts to conquer death have come to nought so far.

With the help of science man has turned his ever-widening vus1on from the
farthest reaches of the known umverse to the mmutest "micro-verse" of an atom
m a constant search of something which will always keep on eluding him Even
durmg the search for that somethmg in the external umverse, man has often
turned his searchmg gaze withm for an answer to this riddle w1thm the bounds of
hfe and mmd. In spite of all his technological prowess, man has still not been
able to fathom the profoundest depths of this mner universe using all his skills
including mathematics which can define quanta, perods, frequencies, energies,
effects and phenomena m transcendental terms of matrices, series, algonthms
and theorems.

Scientists keep trying to unravel the mysteries of this umverse and make use
of the knowledge so gained for either the benefit or detriment of mankmd. For
them science may be much more than this and yet 1t 1s mostly to do with the
phys1cal universe as perceived dnectly or indirectly by our physical senses. There
are other scientfc subjects hke psychiatry which try to deal with the immensely
complex mind at an as yet immature level, lackmg the deep msights otfered by
true seers hke Sn Aurobmdo who was a super-scientist belongmg to a umquely
sp1ritual domain whuch encompasses a "multi-verse" as opposed to the mere
"um-verse" of the scientists.

Our concept of a universe 1s the world we see with our rather narrow
percept10nal capabilities. As an older child, I remember climbmg on the roof of
our house m East Afnca at mght and lying down to look at the stars. As total
darkness shrouded everything below the level of the roof there was nothing
vISible except the star-studded sky. The feelmg I got then was an extremely
peaceful one of floatmg very calmly mn an endless space with the stars twinkling
m their mystenous ways. As far as I was concerned I was totally at peace within
and without even as a tmy demzen of an extremely vast umverse which was well
beyond the hm1ted understanding of my child-like intellect but 1t was indeed an
instant "dentty wth the nfinte" as put by Sn Aurobmdo.
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The mind, bemng what 1t 1s, began to question what I saw How bg rs thus
seemmgly endless expanse confrontmg me? Are we alone m this umverse? Are
there other sun-like stars with earth-lke planets with man-hke creatures mnhab1t
ing them? If I go to the furthest reaches of what I could perceive, will 1t reveal
even further unreachable realms? Log1c agreed almost mnturtrvely with th1s
concept but without the actual expenence of those far reaches of outer space the
logic remamed dryly msipid. For me it was the first expenence of an endless
infmity and its appreciation as a concrete fact of hfe which has remamed very
vividly mn my mind

Even today, this subject of outer space has mamtamed a strange fascmat1on
for me with many mental forays mto the unknown through the medum of
sc1ence-f1ct1on books which do teach some facts of science through mterestmg
fiction. Authors hke Carl Sagan attempt to explam extra-terrestnal hfe m space
The most mterestmg fact mentioned by Carl Sagan was that of 1mmortahty at the
most physical level. He says that the atoms which constitute a human body have
always existed for millions of years before its b1rth and they will contmue to exist
virtually unchanged for mullions of years after its eventual death. From that pomnt
of view one Is Indeed Immortal. One may even accept thus notion of pseudo
1mmortahty at a purely matenahstlc level but emotionally there 1s obviously
somethmg very important lackmg.

A body made of atoms 1s after all merely a body Atoms are neither good
nor bad and they do not seem to contam anythmg which can m1tiate the breath of
hfe or emotons mn a body. So there 1s thus tangible but scientifically indefinable
concept of qualitative quantities hke life and mmd. Do remember that even 1f life
decides to depart from this conglomeration of vanous atoms called the body, the
atoms will always remam as they were even when the body dismtegrates. So life
appears to be some sort of a consc10usly cohesive force which holds these atoms
together mn the form of a body The mmd ts. of course, totally mdefmable at this
atomic level.

These atoms w1thm a body cannot be easily destroyed but 1f a successful
attempt us made to annhlate them a tremendous release of energy mn the form of
a powerful explos10n takes place E = MC or matter equals energy was proved
by Albert Emstem through his expenments conducted m1tially at a purely mental
level, that 1s, through thought expenments as he preferred to call them He was
proved completely rght mn a wholly mappropnate manner at H1rosh1ma and
Nagasaki whose unfortunate history does not warrant repetrton here

The ancient Hindu sages also knew thus vitally mmportant fact but from a
totally opposite spmtual perspective as they have always mamtamed that
everythmg mcludmg this universe 1s a manfestat1on of Drvmne Shakt, which 1s to
say energy equals matter. Sn Aurobmdo states, "All the world, accordmg to
Science, 1s nothmg but a play of energy-a matenal Energy 1t used to be called,
but it is now doubted whether matter, sc1ent1fically speakmg, exists except as a
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phenomenon of Energy All the world, accordmg to Vedanta, is a play of a
power of a spmtual entity, the power of an ongmal consc1ousne!>s, whether 1t be
Maya or Shakt, and the result an illusion or real. In the world so far as man 1s
concerned we are aware only of mnd-energy, hfe-energy, energy mn Matter: but
1t 1s supposed that there 1s a spmtual energy or force also behind them from
which they orgmnate. All things in either case, are the results of a Shakt1, energy
or force There 1s no action without a Force or Energy domg the act10n and
bnngmg about its consequence."1

This 1s almost hke paraphrasmng Emnstemn's equation to affirm that even a
single particle of the grossest matter 1s an indivisible part of the Universal
Divine Therefore we can mdeed say that the body 1s mtnnsically divme even
though we may not be at all conscious of this patent fact. It may be this latent
awareness or consciousness of ts innate dvmnuty whuch animates thus seemingly
hfeless aggregate of atoms m a body. "If there were no creative power mn the
matenal energy, there would be no matenal umverse. Matter is not unconsc10us
or without dynam1sm---only 1t 1s an mvolved force and consciousness that work
mn 1t,"" says Sn Aurobmndo. He also says: "Obvously, 1f materal energies alone
can exist m the matenal world, there can be no poss1bihty of a hfe d1vme on the
Earth "

Truly 1t I!> this extremely powerful element of consc10usness mamfestmg
itself through hfc which has mfluenced the course of gradual evolution through a
prolonged senes of progressive transformations. Charles Darwm expounded the
theory of evolut10n which shook the traditional behcfs to the core and paved the
way towards greater understandmg of the immense adaptability of hfe under
vanous circumstances We know now that air-breathmg mammals hke whales
did decide consciously to return to the sea and this power of consciousness dud
mdeed provide the impetus to eventually retransform them mto dwellers of the
sea.

As regards evolution, Sri Aurobmdo says, "A progressive evolution of the
visible and mv1!>1ble instruments of the Spmt 1s the whole law of the earth nature.
Spmt has concealed itself m mconsc1ent matter. It evolves into forms of matter
by the workmg of matter forces It 1s only when this has been sufflc1ently done,
that 1t thmks of hfe. A subconscrent life and its Imprisoned forces were there all
the time mn matter and :ts forces Afterwards came an evolution of mmnd mn many
forms by the workmg of liberated mmd-forces In those hfe-forces m matter and
even mn the very substance of matter mnd was latent An evolution of mmnd mn
the lvmng form by a workmg of liberated mmd-forces was the third chapter of the
story. The third chapter is not completed, neither will 1t be the end of the
narrative. "4 He says further, "The supramental change 1s a thing decreed and
inevitable mn the evolution of the earth-consciousness; for 1ts upward ascent 1s not
ended and mmnd 1s not 1ts last summit "

The scientists tell us of life evolvmg from sea-dwellmg creatures to amph1
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bians to animals and fmally man replete with an mtelhgence endowed by a
manifested mmd It 1s mdeed very strange that the Hmdu mythological story of
Dashavatar or ten mcarnat1ons of Lord Vishnu bears a very stnkmg resemblance
to the same progressively evolutionary steps The first avatar was a fish
(Matsyavatar) followed by an amphibian turtle (Kurkutavatar). These were
followed by a boar (Varahavatar), a half-man half-l1on (Narshmmhavatar), a
dwarf (Vamanavatar), Parshurama, Rama, Knshna, and Buddha as the last
recorded avatar. The tenth and fmal avatar 1s either about to manifest or as yet
unman1fest. It is as 1f the ancient sages already knew, erther by an mnner vus1on or
by mntuut1on, of the progress1ons of evolutionary transformation and mention
Kalk1 as the ultimate avatar towards which 1t 1s headed. Sn Aurobmdo wntes
that "an Avatar, roughly speakmg, is one who 1s conscious of the presence and
power of the Drvmne born mn hum or descended mnto hum and governing from
within hus wll and life and action; he feels 1dent1fed Inwardly wth thus DIvmne
power and presence. "6

So we now know the fmal goal of this contmually transformat1ve evolution
thanks to the teachmg of Sn Aurobmdo who presages the advent of superman
The keyword here 1s transformat10n on which Sn Aurobmdo dwells at length
while expound10g supramental transformation The mmd as 1t presently
manifests Itself 1s no doubt at a higher level than the pseudo-an1malstuc level
which was Just barely capable of mnitatmng a slow transformation of the type
accomplished by the whales as already mentioned above However to achieve
supermanhood, even the present highly evolved mental state 1s hardly adequate.
What is reqmred at this stage of evolution is a much more potent propell10g force
to accelerate this evolutionary process.

But why 1s a propellmg force needed? SIr Isaac Newton, an,extremely astute
scientist whose forte was mostly occultism, alchemy and philosophy rather than
phys1cs or mathematics, probably knew the answer to thus almost spur1tual
question and yet chose to explamn 1t mn purely physical and mathematical terms.
Newton's laws of motion are already very widely known as they form an essential
part of screntfc educaton. Newton's law of mert1a states that a body will
continue to remam 10 its current state mn the absence of a force actmg on 1t The
body will accelerate or deviate from 1ts course1f an external force acts on 1t As
already mentioned above, Sri Aurobindo has stated that there 1s no action
without a Force or Energy domg the action and bnngmg about its consequence
S1mlarly one can almost restate these very same laws mn cosmuc terms and easily
propound laws of cosmic inertia and cosmic forces

In a similar fashion, what Sn Aurobmdo wanted to accomphsh was to
overcome this cosmic state of evolutionary mertia by an application of supra
mental force to accelerate that rather pedestnan evolution. Note that he does
not depend on the next foreseeable or predictable evolutionary step towards an
overmmd, but goes beyond that to the supermmd to tap the limitless power or
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energy of that super-consciousness. So to become a superman as envisaged by Sn
Aurobmndo it 1s an essential condition to develop a super-consciousness which
can completely control not only the atoms at the most matenal level of human
existence but much more by mcorporatmg the vital and mental levels as well.

Let us look at atoms once agamn in greater detail and appreciate that atoms
themselves consist of components like electrons, protons, neutrons, mesons,
muons, neutnnos and positrons, to name a few. In tum these also consist of even
tmn1er components whch defy definrton mn terms of particles or percept1on as
pure energy. Even while examininga smgle electron, 1t 1s difficult to say with any
degree of certamty that it is a particle or a wave of pure energy at any given time.
Heisenberg has already elucidated this pecuhar behav10ur of such atomic
particles in his principle of uncertamty

Now 1magmne a human body cons1stmg of these atoms, the constituents of
which decide simultaneously to mamfest themselves m umson as pure energy,
instead of a random conglomeration of particles and energy One can almost
perceive that body d1sappeanng m a flash of blindmg light whose mtens1ty would
exceed the bnlhance of milhons of suns blazmg together. It would be a truly
catastrophic event bemg eqmvalent to an uncontrolled nuclear fission of an atom
bomb. Then the body would be destroyed completely and nothmg remam after
thus tremendous burst of energy has dissipated 1tself

The scientists know how to control thus process of nuclear fission by var1ous
external physical means but how can one control consciously this tremendous
amount of purely physical energy which 1s locked up withm the human body?
The smmple answer to thus 1s. by the sheer power of pure consciousness. If one
can consciously direct all the atoms of the human body to mamfest themselves as
pure energy or Drvine Shaktu, then one has an almost hm1tless power to
accomplish absolutely anythmg at all As a highly conscious bemg of pure energy
one can traverse the entire length of our vast umverse at the speed of thought.
One can mamfest oneself m any transmognf1ed form mstantly One can walk
through walls and perform mcredibly miraculous feats One can mdeed control
completely thus unlimited energy within, at one's disposal, wth the help of ths
pure consciousness.

This consciously harmonious umson of atoms remmds one of a laser The
laser emits a tightly focussed beam of coherent hght at a particular wavelength.
Before the laser can emit this ultra-pure coherent lught, 1t has to be pumped with
diffused energy from an external power source contammg even greater energy
Note that there 1s a concentration of diffusive energy mnto a more ordered form
of energy. Since the body of the laser 1s in the form of a highly organi!>ed
structure, 1t can absorb this imposed extra energy up to a lmut and when the
surplus amount of energy JUSt cannot be contamned, It flows out mn one
harmomous wave-like mot10n. The phenomenon cannot take place 1f the laser
matenal was disordered and it would then merely dissipate the energy pumped
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into it in a useless way. The harmonious light of a laser 1s capable of performing
vaned and useful tasks like cutting through steel or repamng the extremely
fragile retina mn the human eye or mnt1atmng difficult photo-chem1cal reactions or
measunng the vast distance between the Moon and the Earth with extreme
accuracy.

Thus process of recervmng energy mn scientific terms can be explamned by an
analogy which holds good only within very limited terms of reterence Consider a
perfect goblet of pure crystal whch produces a beautifully pristme tone when
struck gently with a hard object. If this goblet 1s subjected to a very famnt note of
the same frequency, 1t will gradually begin to resound the same note by
resonance and eventually bmld up an amplitude of such magmtude that the
goblet could even shatter when 1t 1s no longer able to contam or d1~s1pate the
energy to which 1t 1s subjected This resonance takes place 1f and only 1f the
goblet 1s perfectly in tune with the imposed sound. If the goblet has a defect like
a tiny crack, it will not be able to ring true and in fact dampen the imposed sound
rather than remnforcmg 1t

This process of resonance Is extremely well known in many d1sc1phnes like
sonics, rado, and televrson and rt also finds a place in the spmtual realms An
aspirant tunes his mind, body and spurt to a Divine Note to receive the
transformational energy by sheer resonance-a resonance whch will eventually
lead to a transformation by changmg the purely physical term of existence and
entenng the realms of pure spmt Like the perfect goblet, only the perfect
instrument can attam this spmtually resonant state

Sr Aurobmndo also mentions a hghly dscrplined and ordered yog1c
approach with a huge capacity of receiving the supramental energy to be a sort of
resonant human laser of consciousness He says, 'The higher consciousness 1s a
concentrated consciousness, concentrated mn the DIvmne Unty and the workmg
out of the D1vane Will, not dispersed and 1ushung about after thus or that mental
1dea or vital desure or phys1cal need as in the ordinary human conscious
ness-also not mvaded by a hundred haphazard thoughts, feelings, and 1m
pulses, but master of itself. centred and harmonous.""

Such an mtense concentration of energy 1s tantamount to transmutation or
condensmng of thus dussrpatonal energy mnto a phys1cal or mater1al form mn
accordance with the fact that energy 1s matter Compare this with what Sn
Aurobmndo has to say about bemng born without the mtervent10n of purely
b1olog1cal processes. After mentioning the subtle physical that hes behmd gross
matter, Sn Aurobindo writes, "It should be possible and 1t 1s believed to be
possible for an object formed in this subtle physical to make a transit from its
subtlety mnto the state of gross Matter directly by the mtervent10n of an occult
force and process whether with or even without the ass1~tance or mtervent1on of
some gross matenal procedure A soul wishing to enter into a body or form for
itselt a body and take part m a d1vme life upon earth might be assisted to do so or
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even provided with such a form by this method of direct transmutation without
passing through birth by the sex-process or undergoing any degradation.""

Scientists are the veritable seekers of truth at a purely material level
knowmg sufficiently well that science, having apparently nothing substantial to
investigate beyond the microcosm of sub-atomic particles, alone does not
provide all the answers to questions that border the unmamfested bounds of
spintual reality. Sri Aurobindo was indeed a great scientist of a newly pristine
and superbly transcendental science of consciousness who pursued his inner
mvestigatlons well beyond the realms of the present sciences.

To conclude, a fmal quotation from Sri Aurobindo which sums up many of
the thoughts expressed above--'Science rtself has come to a conclusion that it
cannot, as 1t once hoped, determine what is the truth of the thmgs or their real
nature, or what is behind physical phenomena; 1t can only deal with the process
of physical things and how they come about or on what lines men can deal with
and make use of them. In other words, the field of phys1cal science has been now
defmitely marked off and limited and questions about God or the ultimate
Reality or other metaphysical or spmtual problems are outside 1t. ""

SURESH HINDOCHA
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QUANTUM
AND THE ENORMOUS CHANGE

(Contnued from the ssue of June 1992)

DE BROGLIE AND MATTER-WAVES

WHAT we have Just seen indicates clearly that for the last 25 years science walked
on a path of dilemma and paradox This 1s reflected m the fact that Planck never
received the due recogmt1on he deserved, and Emstem had to wait for 17 years
before he was awarded the Nobel Prize for his contribut10ns to the under
standmg of the quantum nature of hght. Nevertheless, it looks that this
penod-between the conceptual break made by Planck and the coming of the
Compton effect-was a crucial phase mn the history of human thought smce
man's mental consc10usness was undergomg a radical change.

At the end of ths testing phase science widened and strengthened 1ts base,
the horizon extendmg to encompass the newly discovered ideas, rather strange in
nature but compelling m the1r persuasion. It had matured and outgrown the 19th
century b1as or prejudice towards mater1al1sm and the gross conventional not1ons
of the physical world.

It was this change m attitude that played the catalyst mn the years to come
While it took 23 years for the fmal conf1rmat1on of the light-quantum hypothesis,
the revolut10nary suggestion of matter-waves got established Just within 3 years
from the moment 1t was proposed mn 1924

Although thus revolutionary proposition of matter-waves was first projected
on the scientific community in 1924, by Lours de Broglie, the story of hs
important work can be traced back to 1911, or even earher. The first Solvay
Congress had Just ended, and Loms's elder brother-a scientist by profession
and the secretary of the Congress-had returned home from this session with
documents on the latest developments mn the frontiers of science. In these figured
the contrbutons of Planck and Emstem regardmg the quantum nature of hght.
Fascmated by these papers, 19-year old Lams mstantly switched mterests: he
abandoned literature and history to take up theoretical physics. Ever smce then
he closely followed the developments m science and in 1924 immortahzed
himself by contnbuting to our fundamental understandmg of the physical world.

Strange but true, it was his 1mt1al love for hterature that sowed the seeds of a
revolut10n He had cultivated the faculty of 1magmation as well as acqmred a fme
sense for presentat10n. The1r combmat1on played a crucial role mn the 1924 thesis
mn which he suggested that matter can exhibit wave characterstcs. Thus 1s clearly
seen mn the very own words of his teacher and gmde Paul Langevm "His [de
Broglie's] ideas, of course, are nonsensical but he develops them with such
elegance and bnlliance that I have accepted his thesis."

480
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Surely, the idea of matter-waves at frst does seem absurd and nonsensical,
but the screntfc community could not disregard 1t altogether Three specific
reasons supported the stance of contemporary scientists Firstly, it was the
backing of Langevin where he deeply felt that no nonsense could be presented
with [such] elegance and brllance, secondly the scientific community had
recognised the important role of h, the quantum of acton, by usmng whch de
Broglie explained the existence of matter waves, tlmdly and most importantly,
the intellectual climate had changed.

It has often been suggested that this new idea of matter-waves was an
intmt1ve perception or merely a lucky revelation. Also there could be an obvious
schoolboy-hke query "If hght can be considered both as wave and particle, then
why not matter too?"

It could have well been so, but the hypothessmng of a new scientfc idea, 1f 1t
has to be taken seriously, reqmres more than Just intmtlon or luck; the support
of some well-established feature. And this de Broglie found in one of the most
successful theoretical presentations m the history of modern science; Bohr's
planetary model of the atom (1913) 1s what he took for the testmg of his idea. We
do indeed find mn Einstein a most gratufymng comment on Bohr's piece of
scientific art, the "highest mus1calty of mind" Einstemn was not only indicatmng
the beauty and harmony mn Bohr's work, but was suggesting that false mental
conceptions ( theones) neither do nor can become harmonious Thus de Broglie
could have, m addition to the support of a well-established model, the backing of
the greatest mmnd, both broad and open, of the day: Emstein.

A particular property of this atomic model is that electrons can move only mn
certam fixed orbits. Bohr had come to this conclusion by proposing the
quantization of angular momentum of the electron. De Broglie pondered over
this and questioned 1f the property of fixed orbits can also be explamed m terms
of matter-waves-In this case standing electron-waves If he could tackle this
question to conclude an affirmative answer, then he would successfully relate
particles and waves in an mterconvertible manner And lo' he did strike the nail
nght on the head

De Broglie adopted the picture of stationary states for his matter-waves.
Thus for a stationary electron (wave) orbit 1t can be said that the crest of the
travellmg wave will reappear exactly at the same point at the completion of every
revolution around the nucleus. This automatically suggests that the ratio of
perimeter of the orbit and the wavelength are mterconnected to determine the
stab1hty. And as the wavelength of the electron-wave Is fixed, the orb1tor in
other words the distance of the orb1t from the nucleusbecomes the deter
mining factor. Thus de Broghe concluded that for a stable electron wave there
can ex1st only particular orbits.

So was the atom redetermined mn terms of matter-waves and theoretically
the existence of the electron-wave proved.
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But what exactly prompted de Broglie to think of matter-waves in general?
Planck suggested the quantization of hght energy, which he expressed in the

formula:
E = hv. (1)

Emstemn extended this view and gave to the energy packet the status of a particle.
In that process the energy of each packet became the kinetic energy of the lght
particle

E = pc. (2)
(p = momentum, c particle velocity, m this case light velocity.) The final turnout
of the Einstein formula 1s:

p = hv/c. (3)
This last equation can be rewritten in terms of h and X. (lambda) by using

the formula X.v = c. What we get 1s:
p = h/X (4)

In equation (3) we do observe that the role of c 1s inescapable. But what happens
if we look at equation (4)? By itself this equation expresses the momentum of a
particle mn terms of wavelength. Thus can be rewritten as

A = h/p
or

X. = h/mv (5)
This equation is a generahzat1on to fit allot matter rather than Just some abstract
hght-particle In thus equation we also see how matter 1s related to the wave-the
momentum of a particular particle 1s related to a wavelength.

This is what struck de Broglie when he observed equation (3) and he
rewrote 1t in the form of equation (5) Equation 5 1s known as de Broglie's wave
equation.

Experiment and change

When de Broglie presented hus PhD thesis for scrutiny the scentfc wold
had grown less skeptical and reserved But there is more to this, the emergence
of a pos1t1ve attitude, a new outlook of mmnd upon the physical world In a
genuine des1re to understand the nature of matter, contemporaries no more
disregarded or discarded new screntfc 1deas without thorough experimentation
The ball was now mn the court of the experimentalists to see 1f there could be any
observation in support to these new ideas Within three years G P Thomson m
England, and Davisson and Germer m the Umted States, independently
conf1rmed de Broglie's prediction Strange agam M1lhkan had taken ten years to
venfy Einstem's proposal regarding the quantum nature of light, whereas these
three did so Y.1thm a span of three years

The dual nature of light was now pushed to the domam of matter proper.
Our understandmng about the physical world once agam acqmred a dramatic
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turn Probmg into the depth of the "real" nature of matter man's mind once
agam demanded widemng The mtellectual chmate and the attitude of the
scientific community towards 'intangible'' new ideas had climbed the heights so
that the development mn the "particle" world was rapidly reachmg a new peak.

The electron was the smallest known particle at the moment de Broghe
came up wth th1s new hypothesis of hus. Moreover, he explained the existence of
matter-waves through Bohr's atom; thus most naturally the electron became the
first target for the venfication of the new proposal. In addition to this the
measurmg mstruments were not powerful enough to detect the wavelength of
any other known particle.

When the neutron was discovered by Chadwick, in the year 1932, 1t was
natural to subject 1t to de Broghe's ideas and associate a wavelength to it Indeed
this was estabhshed successfully when neutrons became available m plenty from
nuclear reactors Neutron waves have now become a powerful tool m studymg
crystal and molecular structures by diffraction techmques This defimtely
constitutes a great confumahon for the idea of matter waves.

We once agam h1ghhght the most crucial and unavoidable role played by
h-Planck's constant-m de Broghe's work. If the photoelectnc effect provided
a signfcant justification for the role of h mn the theores of light, the same
became true mn the hypothesis of matter-waves. The microscopic world 1s
certamly governed by hand its presence must have mamfested mev1tably mall its
explorations De Broglie mented the credit for t mn the domam of matter proper
and not just mn dynam1cs as we see m the Bohr-atom.

To summanze. We saw how the study of the black-body radiation of an
object led to the birth of the quantum of action at the hands of Planck Next.
these packets of energy acqmred the identity of a particle when Emstem set off
to explam the photoelectnc effect This hmted at the dual nature of hght This
was followed by de Broglie's proposition of matter-waves All along we also
studied the acceptab1hty of new ideas and we found that in sharp contrast to the
Emstem-Planck era the acceptab1hty was hberal at the time of de Broghe. Yet,
viewing thus acceptablty of new ideas mn a broader perspectve, we do find that
the Emstem-Planck era was far more hberal than the days of Gahleo and
Copernicus We shall now clock back mnto the lives and works of some scientists
of that early penod that ushered the birth of modern science-Bruno, Gahleo,
Copermcus, Kepler, and Newton

(End of Part I)

VIKAS DHANDHANIA



SRI AUROBINDO--THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continued from the issue of June 1992)

1905a black year for the Bengalis; the drv1s1on of Bengal, over which
controversy raged not only in Bengal but in the whole of India, gave the much
needed impetus to the slumbermg Nat1onahst Movement of the country. The
early leaders of the Congress, though they possessed intellectual acumen, were
not aware of the mherent conflict of interests between the ahen rulers and the
subJect population. The fundamental weakness was that they had an 1mphc1t
faith m the Bnt1sh Rule m India. In an article "India's Duty to England", the
Hindu Patriot (April 8, 1878) ed1tonally commented as follows: "Our rulers may
rest assured that the symptoms of dissatisfaction which they notice among the
pnnces and people of Imha are no symptoms of a wish for a pohtical revolu
t1on... Both the pnnces and people of India fully appreciate the order which the
Enghsh have mtroduced, the protect10n and secunty which they have given, and
the pnnc1ples of progress which they have instilled into lfe."

This smgle act of Lord Curzon drove the first nail m the coffm of poht1cal
mendicancy and fauth mn Brtsh Justice. In hus book The New Sprt n Inda,
Henry W Nevmson, an English M.P ,who had an mterv1ew with Sri Aurobmdo
during hs study-vusrt to Ind1a as a spec1al correspondent of The Daly News of
London, has recorded Sr Aurobmndo's react1on to the Partition mn these words·

"He regarded the Partition ot Bengal as the greatest blessmg that had ever
happened to India No other measure could have st!fred national feehng so
deeply or roused 1t so suddenly from the lethargy of prev1om, years He
lamented the long peace, leadmg to degeneracy and effemmate ways. Under 1t
the ordmary people had sought only after prospenty and matenal comfort, while
the thoughtful men spent ther time mn aesthetic circles, admiring Shelley and
Swmburne, or 1m1tatmg them The more Enghsh a man was the more he counted
himself successful and the lfe-blood of nationalism had run thin. But all this
to1por and smug contentment had been rudely interrupted by the disguised
blessings of Lord Curzon's error Indignation had agamn created patriotism when
apparently 1t was dead, and the Party's whole policy was ammed at carrymg
forward the work that Lord Curzon had so successfully begun for the revival of
national character and spmt "

The Partition Scheme was first moted 1n 1903, but there was such a storm
of protest all over Bengal and elsewhere that Lord Curzon thought 1t prudent to
he low for a time, but securmg the consent of the Secretary of State he had the
act passed by the Leg1::,lat1ve Council on 20th July 1905 and issued the Gazette

• Vde J K Majumdar's Indan Speeches and Documents on Brsh Rule 1821-1918, Calcutta, 1957,
p 186. and the authors Bengali pamphlet. Swadesh Andolan Calcutta, 1953, pp 23-25
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Notufcation on 29th September. The whole Act was foisted on the public as a fat
accompl on the 16th October 1905. "On that day," wrote Henry Nevinson in
The New Sprt n Inda, "thousands and thousands of Indians rub dust or ashes
on their foreheads; at dawn they bathe m silence as at a sacred fast; no meals are
eaten; the shops m c1t1es and the village bazars are shut; women refuse to cook;
they lay aside their ornaments; men bmnd each other's wnsts with a yellow stnng
as a sign that they will never forget the shame; and the whole day 1s passed m
resentment, mournmg, and the anger of the humiliation."

"What was the Partition of Bengal, really? It was an ostensible attempt to
reduce the size of the Provmce of Bengal m the mterest of efficient admm1s
traton. By thus regrouping the Chittagong Divis1on and the districts of Dacca
and Mymensmgh (these are now part of Bangladesh) were transferred from
Bengal to the Province of Assam. These transferred areas had a large Muslim
population, though it was Bengali to the core and it was argued on its behalf that
by separatmg East Bengal from the West, greater attention could be bestowed
upon the Muslim mterests. Here was a barefaced move to dnve a wedge between
Mushms and Hmdus or, puttmg it in another way, between Bengahs and
Bengals in the name of relg1on and that too against the wishes of the majority of
East Bengalis themselves." 1

As Lord Ronaldsay says m his book Lzfe of Curzon, the Partition was "a
subtle attack upon the growing soldarty of Bengal Nationalsm."? Here 1s a
neat appraisal by Sir Henry Cotton in a letter to the Manchester Guardian of 5th
April 1904:

"The idea of the severance of the oldest and most populous and wealthy
portion of Bengal and the drvus1on of its people mnto two arbitrary sections has
given such a shock to the Bengali race, and has roused such a feeling amongst
them, as was never known before. The idea of bemg severed from their own
brethren, friends, and relations and thrown m with a backward provmce like
Assam, whch in admmn1stratrve, lnguustc, soc1al and ethnological features
widely differs from Bengal 1s so mtolerable to the people of the affected tracts
that pubhc meetmgs have been held mn almost every town and market-place m
East Bengal, and the separat10n scheme has been universally and unanimously
condemned."

The opin1on of Br1tush Labour and Liberal parties was also highly crtucal of
Lord Curzon's attitude John Morley, the new Secretary of State m the House of
Commons, said: "Nothing was ever worse done m disregard to the feehng and
opmn1on of the mayorty of the people concerned." And Ramsey MacDonald who
was later to become the Pnme Mimster of England wrote in his book The
Awakening in India (1910): "It was an mdictable offence. Lord Curzon's
personal feelmgs entered mto it in a most reprehensible way He devised 1t, as
the evidence shows most conclusively, to pay off scores." Even moderates, like
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Surendra Nath Banerjee and Gokhale, felt scandalised. Surendra Nath Bane[Jee
said: "We felt that we had been msulted, humiliated and tncked. We felt that the
whole of our future was at stake, and that 1t was a deliberate blow aimed at the
growmg solidanty and self-consciousness of the Bengah speakmg population.. It
(the partition) would be fatal to our political progress and to that close umon
between the Hmdu and Muhammedans upon which the prospects of Indian
advancement so largely depended.""

Gopal Knshna Gokhale said when he was m the presidential chaff of the
Indian National Congress held at Benares 1n 1905. "How true 1t 1s that to
everythmg there is an end! Thus even the· v1ceroyalty of Lord Curzon has come
to a close For a parallel to such an admm1strat10n, we must, I thmk, go back to
the times of Aurangazeb. A cruel wrong has been mnflcted on our Bengah
brethren. The Scheme of Partition, concocted m the dark and earned out in the
face of the fiercest opposition that any Government measure has encountered
during the last half a century, will always stand as a complete 1llustration of the
worst features of the present system of bureaucratic rule.. It 1s difficult to speak
mn terms of due restramt of Lord Curzon's conduct throughout this affair."

Unfortunately, Curzon had failed to understand the truth that m human hfe
sentiments often play a much larger role than calm mtellectuahsm The strength
of any movement cannot be measured by only arguments and mn terms of
plausible logic but by the depth of emotions which sustams 1t Curzon's
autocratic temperament took the public views and opinions with nothmng but
utter rdcule and contempt. That 1s why he saw no force of logic behmd the
Antr-partition agitation, whch was mn hus vrew due to unfounded propaganda by
a few leaders and to the ignorance of the masses.

According to Sn Aurobindo, the part1t1on of Bengal provided the oppor
tumty for the development of an exalted nationalism m India. He said. "Na
t1onalusm Is mmmortal, Nationalism cannot due, because It 1s no human thmng, 1t 1s
God who 1s workmng mn Bengal " The Nationalists took full advantage of the
growmg spmt among the youth There were as many as 2000 protest meetmg'> all
over the country There was one m Baroda too Sn Aurobmdo, though he
attended the meeting, did not make a speech. But he anticipated country-wide
ag1tat10n. The Government tned to repress the agitation of the students, those
who were commg out from the colleges and the schools More repression
followed, met by even greater defiance It 1s important to quote one of Sn
Aurobmndo's speeches: "It 1s a strange idea. to thmk that a nation which has
once nsen, once has been called up by the v01ce of God to nse, will be stopped
by mere phys1cal repress1on. It has never so happened mn the history of a naton,
nor wll 1t so happen mn the hstory of Ind1a .. Repression 1s nothing but the
hammer of God that 1s beatmg us mto shape so that we may be moulded mnto a
mighty naton and an instrument for hs work mn the world. We are Iron upon h1s
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anvil and the blows are showenng upon us not to destroy but to recreate
Without suffenng there can be no growth .... "6

(To be continued)

NIL1MA DAS
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FOR KRISHNA'S BLUE...
TEASE not thus, frustrate not so
Our mortal hearts, armoured with Thy
Impenetrable endless Time,
Us, for whom each moment tolls
Death's mexorable chime
Once Thou too, 0 Knshna,
Suffered this human gmse;
Deprive us not, delay not too far
To the earth's craving the essence of Thy heights.
We can but raise two feeble arms,
We can but pray with bounded hearts.
Grant us either the Titan's strengths
To wrestle Thee m fair battle,
Or m matched glonous combat
To accept defeat by Thee made proud.
0 Lover Supreme, the dry glades of Vnnda
And the forlorn waves of Yamuna
Cry for Thy blue and Radha's gold
To come and entrance
With Thy flute's marvel notes.

SHYAM KUMARI



NEURAL DESTINY:
DOES THE BRAIN HAVE A WILL OF ITS OWN?

Ir 1s an ancient and persistent quest10n, perhaps never more adroitly framed
than mn Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, mn the fifth century BC. The play's harrowmg
prophecy, delivered by the oracle at Delph, 1s that the hero wll someday slay h1s
father and marry his mother Oedipus, heanng of this destmy, determmes to
escape by fleeing his home m Cormth At a crossroads, he quarrels with a
traveler over the nght-of-way and ends up killing the man. Soon afterward, he
arnves m Thebes, where after savmg the city from a murderous monster, the
Sphmx, he 1s crowned kmg and marnes the widowed queen Jocasta.

Two decades later, Oedipus learns the truth. his real parents are not the
couple who raised him but the man he killed at the crossroads (who was Kmg
Lams of Thebes m disguise) and Queen Jocasta. For all his willful stnvmg,
Oedipus realizes that the gods, not he, have determmed his lot. In horror, he
gouges out hs eyes

The question posed by Sophocles' drama goes to the heart of what it 1s to be
human: Are we autonomous mndrviduals who have some say m what we do, or
are our thoughts and behav10rs determmed by outside forces? Like Sophocles,
the earliest philosophers leaned toward the view that the gods control man's
actions, a behef that reached its culmmatlon durmg the seventeenth century, in
the writings of the Dutch philosopher Benedict de Spmoza. Spinoza believed
that if man seemed capable of makmg up his mmd, 1t was only an 1llus1on, for all
matter and thought are attnbutes of God and thus are determmed by Him.

The opposmg view was advanced m the second century B.C., by the
Hebrew authors of the Old Testament. Each individual, they said, freely chooses
to follow either the evil impulse ( vetzer ha-ra) or the good (vetzer ha-tov). In the
early fifth century A.D., Samt Augustme elaborated upon this belief, assertmg
that God had given man free will-but that He had also mst11led m him the desire
to be holy. Indeed, 1f man dud not have the capacity to choose God of hs own
accord, many later Chnsttan theologians observed, any punishment for sm
would be cruel and pomtless-an mstance of God's penahzmg man for wrong
doing that He himself had preordamed.

Another view of free wll has been espoused by such atheistic philosophers
as Democritus, who, n the late fifth century BC., suggested that the mter
actions of mv1sible particles, akin to atoms and molecules, determmed all activity
on Earth, includmg the acts of man But 1t was mamly dunng the past hundred
years that non-relg1ous discussions of free wll came to predominate. Today,
some determinists, in the tradition of Democntus, hold that all our thoughts and
behaviours reflect molecular actvty mn the brain governed not by indrvdual
volition but by the natural laws of physics and chemistry. On the other hand are
those who maintain, simply, that evolutionary adaptation has given man the
abihty to decide his own thoughts and act10ns.
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The debate continues, but science has introduced an important new piece of
evidence. Researchers looking for the physical foundation of free choice have
discerned electncal changes in the brain that indicate when we are first conscious
of our decisions to act. In philosophical terms, the most strkmng discovery
suggests that what most of us think of as free will may be phys1olog1cally
impossible The medical evidence could thus force philosophers to reconsider
one of theIT most enduring dilemmas.

The first physiological ins1ghts mnto the nature of volt1on came indirectly,
when nineteenth-century physicians discovered that the neurological control of
movement-through which the will manifests 1tselforiginates in the cerebral
cortex, the wrinkled, gray outer layer of the brain. In fact, most conscious
activates arise there: the capacity for speech hes m the left frontal lobes; sight 1s
processed by the occipital lobe in the back of the head, sound 1s interpreted in
the lateral lobes at the temples; and orders directing muscular activity are rssued
by the motor cortex, which stretches from ear to ear across the top of the skull.

Just how the bram coordmates action did not become clear until the 1930s,
when Wilder Penfield, an American surgeon practising in Montreal, began
treating victims of epilepsy. Penfield implanted electrodes m his patients' brains
and watched to see which parts of theu bodies were affected by mild shocks.
Electrical current apphed to different regions of the motor cortex resulted m
movements in specific parts of the body, but patients recognized that they had
not willed these actions. Then, when Penfield stimulated a region called the
supplementary motor area, which hes in the chasm between the brain's left and
nght hemispheres, he observed more generalized twisting and tummg. Later
research revealed that patients with damaged supplementary motor areas often
are incapable of spontaneous voluntary movements: they may listlessly respond
to suggestions from others but seldom imtiate movement on their own. Ther
wills. in short, seem dramatically curtailed, suggesting that the supplementary
motor area 1s responsible, at least in part, for the inclination to act. Interestmgly,
other expenments have shown that blood flow in the supplementary motor area
increases notably when subjects merely contemplate moving.

Next, scientists wanted to understand the exact chamn of commands by which
electrochemical activity, caused by the movement of 1ons across neuronal
membranes, induces action In 1963, two German neurologists. Hans Komhuber
and Luder Deecke. of the University of Ulm, began to examine changes in the
voltage of brain signals preceding a sample physical act. They asked subjects to
flex their fmgers or wnsts during a prescnbed time. then recorded (through
electrodes attached to the subJects' scalps) the corresponding electncal activity.
The subjects had been taught to relax, so that extraneous electncal n01se
caused by twitching feet or arching backs, for instance-would not contaminate
the measurements. After many trals, the scientists were satisfied that ther
consistent, regular electrical readings corresponded specifically to the subjects'
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hand movements.
Despite the precaut10n, the expenment produced results that proved

difficult to mterpret The electncal meters registered spurts of neurological
activity eight hundred milliseconds, or four-fifths of a second, before subjects
moved their hands. Smee the time required for a command from the motor
cortex to reach and activate the muscles of the hand 1s just fifty mull1seconds. the
penod of electncal act1v1ty preceding movements seemed extraordmnarly long
Yet the same e1ght-hundred-m1lhsecond interval was later independently dis
covered by Herbert Vaugham, of the Albert Emstem College of Medicine, m
New York Because it was thought to represent some neuronal preparation for
act10n, it came to be called the readmess potential.

The puzzling aspect of this research was its apparent 1mphcatton that a
person might somehow decide to act more than a half-second before actmg.
Surely, such a long gap between the decision to move and the movement itself
would be perceptible. On the other hand, if the decrs1on to act 1s not made before
the onset of the readiness potental, the bramn 1s mnrtatmng action on its
own-another difficult propos1t10n to accept. since most of us believe we thmk
first and act later. Thus Kornhuber and Deecke's work begged the question,
When exactly does the conscious intention to act occur?

In Kornhuber and Deecke's expenments, and in Vaughan's as well, subjects
had not been allowed to choose freely when they flexed their hands, they had
been limited to acting w1thm certam five-second intervals. But suppose there had
been no such restnction Would rt be possible to tell which came first, the
readiness potential or the conscious intentton to act?

In settmg up such an expenment, the challenge was to pmpoint the exact
moment at which the decision to move was made. To thus end, l asked subjects to
move a hand or a wrist at any time while watching a spot of hght revolve on the
face of a cathode-ray oscilloscope (somethmg like the sweep-second hand on a
clock, but faster) and to report the spot's position the instant they became aware
of the decis1on to act. Electrodes attached to each person's scalp would tell
precisely when brain wave activity changed (Just as in the earlier expenments),
and thus moment could be compared with the moment of de1s1on.

The results seemed even more startling than those of Kornhuber and
Deecke's. Subjects dud not decide to move until three hundred and fifty
milliseconds after the readmess potential had begun In other words, their
neurons were fmng a third of a second before they were even consc10us of the
desire to act. Hence, 1t appeared the brain had begun preparing for movement
long before the mmd had "decided" to do anythmg The brain seemed to have a
"mmnd" of its own.

Interviews with subjects, along with an examnaton of the data, revealed a
pattern m this behav10r. Despite havmg been mstructed to make unpremeditated
decisions to move, subjects reported being unable to avoid planning some
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actions, though at times, they said, they had flexed thelf hands with true
spontaneity Yet whether the motion was planned or not, the readiness po
tentals were present. Thus, 1t seemed, even for the most spontaneous decisions,
neurological preparat10n started long before subjects knew their own minds.
This struck a blow to the traditional notion of free wll, for how can our walls be
free if we are only belatedly aware of thelf dec1s1ons?

As 1t turned out, the expenment's subjects offered at least a partial answer
to this dilemma. Some of them reported havmg been conscious, during the
expenment, of urges not to move--of desires to cancel actions they had decided
to take So the queston arose, Where did these moments of reconsideration fit
mto the chronology of bram activity, decision makmg, and action? A related
expenment showed, mn most cases, that subjects could change thelf mmds durmg
the fmal one hundred and fifty milliseconds before they flexed their hands and
that this moment of possible veto comc1ded with a drop in the voltage of the
readmess potential. Apparently, the conscious mmd could intervene, m the fmal
stages of heightened neurological activity, either to block the already imtiated
movement or to let It pass.

There are two philosoph1cal ram1f1cat1ons of these experiments. The human
will, first of all, seems to have Its roots m neurological processes of which we are
utterly unaware-processes rooted mn some unconscious domain. To Sigmund
Freud. who argued that all human motrvat1on ar1ses from unconscious emotions,
such a notion would make perfect sense: the lurkmg thoughts and feelmgs of the
unconscious (a jealous boy's desire to strke hus brother, for instance) mught
1mt1ate the neuronal actuvty that precedes action (the punch).

Thus possbilty 1s supported by the second mmplcaton of these experiments:
that the bram 1s contmuow,ly generatmg possible courses of act10n and that free
w!ll operates merely by lettmg us decide which ones to execute. The workmgs of
this selection process are not easily discerned, but they seem to be of an
mnhrb1ting nature.

We may not be aware of all the movements for which our mmds may be
readying us, but we can elect, decis1vely, not to flick a fmger or pick up a gun.
Alternatively, 1t may be that a consc10us tngger 1s required before any act 1s
executed and that any readmess potential not given the go-ahead withers on the
vme Either way, the foundation of free will seems to reside not w1thm our
unconscious capacity for generating choices but withmn our conscious ability, in
the hundred and fifty milhseconds before takmg action, to make up our mmds.

BENJAMIN LIBET

Courtesy The Sciences, March/Apnl 1984

Benyamin Lubet 1s a neuroscientist mn the physiology department at the Unversaty of California, mn San
Franc1sco



THE EVER-UNCHANGED IN THE CHANGING WORLD

AN OBSERVATION

Tr world 1s changing at a very rap1d pace, so much so that 1t 1s difficult to
recognise in the present world the world even of a century before, not to speak of
the further past This has been so mostly due to the incredible progress in science
and technology. Change 1s the law of existence and, as such, the contributions of
the electronic age are in keeping with the nature of thmgs. But presumably a
secret question throbs mn most aspiring hearts"What 1s the purpose behind
such an unending matenal development; where will all of 1t ultimately lead us?"

The enigma of hfe and existence 1s a problem for all time The same
question from a different angle appeared once in ancient minds They wanted to
know the reason of bemg and becoming. The answer they received through
med1tat1on, from w1thm and above, in a subtle spmtual and intmtive way They
also expressed their fmdmgs in poetry and symbolism to which the Vedas and the
Upanishads bear testimony

Nowadays the method of knowing rs rational and deductive. Starting from
without, 1t strves to enter wthmn by scrutmnusmng and general1sung at every step
the gains of the pursuit, to whch when found false and insufficient new ones are
added The two systems are wide apart mn character But ultimately they may not
be so uncomprom1smg a~ they appear to be The compromise is already there in
the hves of the leadmg spmtual figures of our time Outwardly they are born
modern but mwardly they rank with the R1sh1s of yore and are destined to give a
new onentation to life and society.

From an integral pomt of view the modern and ancient are not contra
dictory. rather they are complementary. Sn Aurobmndo says, "There are two
kmnds of knowledge, that which seeks to understand the apparent phenomenon
of existence externally, by an approach from outside, through the intellect-that
1s the lower knowledge, the knowledge of the apparent world, secondly the
knowledge which seeks to know the truth of existence from w1thm m its source
and realty, by spiritual realisation. Ordmnarly a sharp distinct1on 1s drawn
between the two, and 1t 1s supposed that when we get the higher knowledge, the
God-knowledge, then the rest, the world-knowledge becomes of no concern to
us but in reahty they are two sides of one seeking All knowledge 1s ultimately
the knowledge of God." (The Synthesis of Yoga)

According to Sri Aurobmndo, the knowledge embodied in our ancient
scnptures should in no way be disregarded His inspired words are, "All that was
found must again be sought " (A God's Labour) Swami Vivekananda spoke
about the great German philosopher Schopenhauer who said, "In the whole
world there Is no study so beneficial and so elevatmng as that of the Upanishads.
It has been the solace of my Life, it will be the solace of my Death." Now let us
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hsten a httle to Swami Vivekananda He says, "The eyes of the whole world are
now turned towards the land of India for spmtual food, and India has to provide
it for all the races .... " (Complete Works of Vivekananda)

In fact the Truth m 1ts essence Is undrvded and one, no matter whoever may
be the exponent of it, provided 1t 1s actually lived at the time when 1t 1s
expressed. The truths about God, one and und1v1ded, are enshrmed m the Vedas
and the Upanishads but expressed differently by different Rish1s accordmg to
their nature and temperament. In this connection Sn Aurobmndo's vew on
Rabindranath Tagore is s1gnif1cant: "Tagore has been a wayfarer towards the
same goal as ours m his own way-that 1s the mam thing. the exact stage of
advance and pattern of the steps are minor matters .. "

Sn Aurobindo has always given more importance to the mner aspect of
things than to the outer What Is achieved and established in the mner world
cannot be 1mmed1ately appreciated from outside. It takes time to reveal itself m
full. As regards the spintual hentage of India he said, "Break the moulds of the
past but keep safe its gemus and its spmt or else thou hast no future " (Thoughts
and Aphorsms)

This remmds us of Swami Vivekananda about whom Sn Aurobmdo
declared, "Vivekananda was a soul of puussance if ever there was one . We
perceive hus influence still working gigantically we know not well how, we know
not well where, m somethmg that has entered the soul of India and we say,
'Behold, Vivekananda still hves m the soul of his Mother and m the souls of her
children.... " (Banktm-Tllak-Dayanand)

A httle of mtrospect10n will reveal that we are all p!lgnms of etermty. We
are so by the very fact of our being m the cycle of creation But we are not
helpless m our Journey. Our leader constantly moves with us as a pilgrim and at
the same time He 1s also the God of our goal seated on the altar of etermty.
Swami Vivekananda announces mn a speech, "There Is a God mn ths universe, 1t
1s not true that this unverse 1s drifting and stands in need of help from you and
me. God 1s ever present therem, He is undying and eternally active and mfmitely
watchful. When the whole umverse sleeps He sleeps not; He 1s workmg
mcessantly, all the changes and manifestations of the world are His."

The statement is simple but seems to be charged with a powerful conviction
born of a flaming realisation. Still at the s1ght of gross mnjustices, calamites and
brutal cruelties m the world, the question crops up m many mmds, "How can
God, who 1s revered as all-good and all-just, be at the back as a support of all
these horrors?" In reply Vivekananda does not say anything new. In the manner
of the Upanshad he observes, "He who 1n good action sees that there 1s
somethmg evil mn 1t, and in the midst of the evil sees that there 1s somethmg good
somewhere, has known the secret of work." (The Collected Works of Vveka
nanda). Presumably this will not remove doubts from the strictly rational mmds.
But the words should simply be accepted as pure gold tested by the touchstone of
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the author's realisation and expenence.
So, there may be falls and upheavals, dark tunnels and rocky hills in our

way, we may not always find and feel God as our leader; in spite of all this we
must have the conviction that He 1s there and ever busy to pave the way, to clear
our path for our Journey towards Him. Once that 1s achieved we can know at a
glance the truth of the earthly plane and also of the planes beyond. The
statement can be attested from the hfe of Sn Ramaknshna, the synthesis and
embodiment of most of the main religions and sects of the world. On being asked
about Yoga he said, "Kamin1 Kanchan (lust and greed) are the 11lus1ons, the
removal of these two, from the mind precedes Yoga Paramatma (Supreme Self)
1s lke a Magnet, Jvatma (andrvdual self) 1s as f a needle. When the former
attracts, then starts Yoga. But 1f the needle rs souled with mud, the Magnet does
not attract. The mud of Kamm Kanchan has to be cleaned

What a simple statement but pregnant with what a profound spmtual truth!
Sn Ramakrishna was not eqmpped with modern scholarship and learmng. His
grasp of knowledge was mntuutrve and direct hike that of the ancient RIshis. HIs
sayings were validated from his own example and those ot his d1sc1ples among
whom Vivekananda was most widely known Regarding Sankara's doctnne that
'the world 1s an 1llus1on' he stated, not basmng anything on argumentatrve
phtlosophy but on the bare and simple truth of his vision and expenence: "Why
should the world be an illus10n? All these are talks of reasoping When we have
His Darshan we can realise that He Hmmself has become the world and the hving
beings. The Mother showed me in the Kah Temple that the Mother has become
all. She showed me that all are conscious, the idol 1s conscious, the altar 1s
comc1ous, kosha kush1 (the copper vessels for worship) are conscious, the frame
of the door, the marble-stone, all, all are conscious. I saw inside the room that all
are dipped in a conscious fluid (Rasa), the fluid of Sachchdananda. I saw a
notonous man in front of the Kah Temple, but in him also I found His force
shmmng brilliantly."

This reminds us of Sr Aurobmndo's famous Uttarpara speech Coming out
from his seclusion at Alpore he spoke of the expenences he had had in the Jail.
"I looked at the Jail that secluded me from men and 1t was no longer by its high
walls that I was 1mpnsoned, no, 1t was Vasudeva who surrounded me. I walked
under the branches of the tree in front of my cell but 1t was not the tree, I knew 1t
was Vasudeva, 1t was Sn Knshna whom I ~aw standing there and holding over
me His shade ... I looked at the pnsoners in the jal, the thieves, the murderers,
the swmdlers and as I looked at them I saw Vasudeva, 1t was Narayana whom I
found mn those darkened souls and misused bodies ... "

The importance and authenticity ot these vus1ons and realisations cannot be
gauged by a purely scientific, philosophic and mental method of comprehension.
Unhke Sn Ramaknshna, Sn Aurobindo was fully conversant with modern
scientific thought, culture, philosophy and literature Hrs logic and capacity of
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Judgement were uncommon and peerless. But perhaps 1t was not those qualities
that helped him have the above v1s1on Sri Ramaknshna, as was generally
known, did not have any of the qualities stated above. Still there 1s an excellent
s1mlarty between the sprtual experiences of both of them

We know that Ramaknshna's shortcommgs m modern external knowledge
were fully compensated by the master-mmd of hs able devotee and disciple
Swami Vivekananda. Sri Aurobmdo combmed both the aspects in his smgle
person. That 1s why he was qmte at home to express the treasures of his spmtual
attamment in a way most smtable for the modern mmd and age. At this pomt
perhaps 1t will be meanmgful and mterestmg to go through the answer Sn
Aurobmdo gave to the quenes of two d1sputmg devotees:

"You can't expect me to argue about my own spiritual greatness m
companson with Knshna's. The question itself would be relevant only 1f there
were two sectaran religions mn opposition, Aurobmndosm and Vaushnavrsm,
each ms1stmg on its own God's greatness. That 1s not the case And then what
Knshna must I challenge,-the Knshna of the Gita who 1s the transcendent
Godhead, Paramatma, Parabrahma, Purushottama, the cosmic Deity, Master of
the universe, Vasudeva who is all, the immanent m the heart of all creatures, or
the Godhead who was mcarnate at Brmdavan and Dwarka and Kurukshetra and
who was the gmde of my Yoga and with whom I realised identity? All that 1s not
to me somethmg philosoph1cal or mental but a matter of daily and hourly
reahsatlon and mtimate to the stuff of my consciousness Then from what
position can I adjudicate thus dispute? X thinks I am super1or in greatness, you
thmk there can be nothmg greater than Knshna: each 1s entitled to have his own
view or feeling, whether 1t is itself nght or not. .." (Letters of Sr Aurobndo,
25.2 45, Centenary Vol. 26)

By now we have been able to notice the element of excellence in the hves of
these emment personalities of our time who stand as connecting !mks between
the past and the present and pomt to a glorious future We shall conclude with
the touch of a typical trait of Sn Aurobmdo's philosophy and teachmg. His
untiring yogc effort and sadhana all through hrs hfe brought hm in contact and
commumon, 1t 1s understood, with a superior Truth and Power which at the same
time mcludes and overrules both the ancient and the modern and by its free and
unhampered action can bnng about a reconc1hat1on between the two terms of
existence, and can moreover help the growth of a new creation adding a fourth
step to the evolutionary ladder.

CHUNILAL CHOWDHURY



NEW AGE NEWS
COMPILED AND PRESENTED BY WILFRIED

Mega- and Mini-Science

THE cost of the most ambitious projects of science today is in the category of
bllons of dollars. This apphes especially to those subterranean particle reactors
where electrons and protons are smashed into ever smaller particles. Recently,
workers and engineers m Hamburg c;ompleted the construction of a giant tunnel
25 metres deep under the surface and 6.3 kms long. 450 000 cubic metres of earth
were shifted and 1 billion DM had been spent after seven years of work

The purpose of the rmg tube is to accelerate electrons and protons nearly to
the speed of light and make them collide. Sophisticated electromc monitors will
register the result of the impact. In earlier models of such tubes particles had
been made to collide with their own reflected image of anti-matter. In the
colhs1on process, tame runs as if backwards and allows scientists to get ins1ght
mnto the becommg of the umverse Some 300 different particles were discovered
m course of time with a dozen elem~ntary umts which apparently could not be
spht any more According to the present state of research, six quarks and six
leptons constitute ongmal matter as such.

The new machme m Hamburg will accelerate particles ten times faster than
before, though with an uncertam result. Perhaps some open questions regarding
the quarks will be answered, or the quarks themselves will be smashed mto sub
particles so that new questions and problems come up. Certam is only the
reaction of the scientists: they will ask for more money to construct yet more
expensive tubes. Thus, physicists at the European Particle Research Centre
CERN near Geneva wish to construct a "Large Hadron Colhder" at the cost of
1 4 bilhon dollars, while their Amencan colleagues plan a subterranean proton
accelerator, the oval "Superconducting Super Coll1der" which 1s conceived to be
87 km long and will cost at least 11 billion dollars.

In view of more urgent problems facing humamty, some scientists are
gettmg sceptical now regardmg their attitude and approach. Although the
eventual am of the mega-projects Is sand to be the working out of a 'Grand
Un1fed Theory", the current impress1on is that of getting lost in the infmni
tesmmally small and losmng sight of the Whole. Perhaps even losing sight of the
essential and of the real quantum leap which moves science forward mn 1ts great
moments. The British biochemist Rupert SheldrakeI had discussed his theory
of morphic resonance m the issue of March '92-believes that m fact science with
its mega-cost projects 1s gomg the wrong way. Isaac Newton did not need a super
computer to come up with the 1dea of gravity and Einstem received hus theory of
relativity mn a flash of intuition
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Sheldrake holds that even today ground-breaking scientufc research could
be achieved outsde expensive research labs. "There are many really important
questions--questions that could change our view of reality-that can be investi
gated by almost anybody, on very small budgets," he contends. To prove his
pomt, Sheldrake 1s domg research for a book descnbmg low-budget expe1iments
which could be conducted in schools and unversrties and which might help "to
break paradigms" mn the field of chemistry, biology and psychology. The title is
projected to be "Eight Expenments. That Could Change the World: How Big
Questions Don't Need Big Science".

Whenever the book will be published, I am hkely to report about it

Sources. Der Spegel (6-4-92); New Age Magazine (February '92)

"THE FALLACY OF KARL MARX"

by

Kishor Gandhi
Pages 66 Price Rs. 30/

A critical appraisal of Marxism in the hght of Sri
Aurobindo's social philosophy. Specially useful for the
students and professors doing research in political philo
sophy of Sri Aurobindo.

Published by Sn Aurobindo Ashram Publication Department
Available at Sn Aurobindo Books Distnbution Agency,

Pondicherry - 605 002



OMAR KHAYYAM IN FRENCH

Editor's Note

(In 1910, when 1 was sx years old, my father and mother took me to
England for operatwns on my polw-affected left leg We were on a
French boat, "Ville de la Ceuta" Before making the voyage my father
had spent several months with a French teacher and had come not only
to speak the teacher's language but also to love If On board shp he met
a young Frenchman who, n the course of lterary talks, mentoned that
he had essayed to translate Fuzgerald's Rubaiyyat of Omar Khayyam a
little freely yet wthout losing ts typcal turn, psychological and literary
father was extremely interested. The Rubaryyat or Shakespeare's Son
nets or Selections from Plato used often to be n hs pocket n tny
leather-bound edtons He transcribed the translaton and 1 remember
hrm recltmg It to Im chtldren time and agan Some parts of t are
reproduced here along wth the Englsh orgnals The translator's name

s unfortunately mssing )

EPICURISME

Revelle-to' la nut a disperse ses voles,
Deja Phoebus parait sur son char nebuleux,

Et, non content de mettre en fwte les etmles,
JI a prs le clocher dans un lasso de feux

Awake' for mornmg m the bowl of mght
Has flung the stone that puts the stars to flight,

And lo' the hunter of the East has caught
The Sultan's turret m a noose of Light

Lasse-mo m'envrer qu'au feu de tes prunelles
Je pusse mantenant Jeter le veux manteau

Du repentr passe, car le Temps dot bentot
Dans la null de l'oubl s'enfur a tre-d'ale

Come fill the cup and m the f1re of Spnng
The wmter garment of Repentance flmg

The B1rd of Time has but a little way
To fly-and lo' the Bird 1s on the wmg.

Oh' yens avec mo sur le taps de mousse
Qua separe a jamas le desert des mossons
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Oubler l'unvers, ses pleurs et ses secousses
Et lassons les vzeux fous a /eurs dzscusszons.

With me along some stnp of herbage strown
That Just divides the desert from the sown-

Where the name of Slave and Sultan scarce 1s known,
And pity Sultan Mahmud on his throne

Sachons donc pofter d'un moment de certain,
Pusqu'l nous appartzent, avant que la poussere

De mes os ne se m@le au Neant de la bere
Sans coupe n chanson, sans sozr nz lendemam!

Ah make the most of what we yet may spend,
Before we too mto the Dust descend·

Dust unto Dust, and under Dust to he
Sans wme, sans song, sans smger-and sans End'

Vens vvre dans l'oubl lazsse par/er le sage,
Pour mo, Je ne conmas qu'un seul pont de certan

Le your succede au your, tout le reste est mrage
Comme la lune d'her et l'aube de deman

Oh come with old Khayyam and leave the wise
To talk: one thmg 1s certam that Life fhes

One thmg 1s certam and the rest 1s hes;
The flower that once has blown forever dies.

C'est la que, sous le saule eplore quz se penche
Et qui de ses rameaux caressart mon sen

le voudrazs m'endormn avec toz, ma pervenche
Le coude sous ta t@te et la coupe a la man

Here with a loaf of Bread beneath the Bough,
A flask of Wme, a Book of Verse and thou

Bes1de me singing mn the Wilderness
And Wilderness 1s Paradise enow

Avec les grands penseurs j'a dssque la ve
Et me sus avec eux longtemps entretenu,

J'a noue la scence et la phlosophe
Mas suus touyours sort par o j'etas venu!
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Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and Saint and heard great argument

About 1t and about but evermore
Came out by the same door as mn I went

Rempls-la jusqu'aux bords et lasse ce breuvage
Dssiper a jamas les regrets du passe,

Et l'espor de deman-Verse. Deman" Qua sait?
Je puis n'etre que poudre au fond d'un sarophage.

Ah my Beloved, fill the cup that clears
Today of past regrets and future fears.

Tomorrow? Why, tomorrow I may be
Myself with yesterday's seven thousand years

Oh! rempls de son vn, la coupe de la vie
Car le Temps se derobe, et se refuse a nous,

L'aurore est loin encore et la nut s'est enfue,
Pourquoi done y penser si ce moment est doux?

Ah fill the cup-what boots it to repeat
How time 1s shppmg underneath our feet-

Unborn tomorrow and dead yesterday,
Why fret about them 1f today be sweet?

Oh souffle du Destn docle, tournquet
Ce bas monde n'est qu'un mume d'ombres, ma belle,

Ou chacun a son tour entre et puis disparaft
La Vie en est la tole et Phoebus la chandelle.

Form and out, above, about, below
'Tis nothing but a Magc Shadow show

Played mn a Box whose candle 1s the Sun
Round which we phantom Figures come and go.

Ce n'est qu'un grand damer fat de yours et de nuts
Sur lequel le Destin nous avance, nous mate,

Puzs nous mene a la mart et taus ses coups fins
Dans le coffret de bois, nous allonge a la hate.

'Tis all a Chequer-board of Nights and Days
Where Destiny with men for Pieces plays,
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Hither and thither moves and mates and slays
And one by one back m the Closet lays.

Le dogt dvn marqua jads chaque feullet
De bronze dans le lvre ou chaque heure est un sgne

Ans que burn sous un coup de maillet
Taus nos pleurs ne sauraent en changer une lgne.

The Movmg Finger writes and, having wnt,
Moves on; nor all thy Piety nor Wit

Shall lure 1t back to cancel half a line
Nor all thy tears wash out a word of it.

Et cet anneau azur, immense firmament
Sous lequel nous courons a la nut eternelle,

Ne levons pas vers lui nos bras en l'mplorant
Car Li peut mains que nous pour celui qui l'appelle.

And that inverted Bowl we call the sky
Whereunder crawling cooped we live and die,

Lift not thy hands to it for helpfor it
Rolls impotently on as thou and I.

SRI AUROBINDO - DIE DICHTUNG DER ZUKUNFf
318 S., nut Index und Glossar. DM 36.

BITTE BESTELLEN BEI
WILFRIED HUCHZERMEYER (EIGENVERLAG)

LESSINGSTR 64, D -7500 KARLSRUHE l

NIRODBARANZWOLF JAHRE MIT SRI AUROBINDO

207 S., mt Glossar. DM 25.-
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SUDDEN TALES THE FOLKS TOLD
(Continued from the issue of June 1992)

19. Experience is the Teacher of Fools

A TRAVELLER on horseback passmg through a poor village accidentally dropped
one of his money bags containing a hundred gold cams m the mam street, before
he took shelter man rnn.

A poor boy who happened to see the bag took 1t and untied its mouth Like
the bag's, his mouth too went agape He had never mn h1s life-time seen so many
gold coms m one place He was sure that the bag fell off a traveller, who must be
m search of it. Hence he took 1t carefully and handed 1t over to the village chief.

The village chef smiled at the boy and patted hum, in appreciation of hus
honesty He then with the help of his village-cners had the news announced
across the vlage

The traveller who had lost his money bag was happy to lsten to a tom-tom
beater: "A poor boy has found a bag contammg a hundred corns of gold.
Whoever lost it can get it back from the village chief after giving correct
particulars about the bag."

The traveller approached the village chef. Giving exact particulars about
the bag, he got it back "Let me count before I leave the place," said he.

"Do as you please," responded the chief.
The traveller while countmg said to himself: ''Now that I have got back my

comns, why should not I play a trck on these fellows??' Hence he sad to the chef
thus: "Sir' Here are only a hundred coins. What about the rest? I had two
hundred mn this bag Please frnd out from the boy what he has done with the
other hundred."

The village chief was no fool to be tncked thus It took httle time for him to
fmd that the traveller was tellmg a blatant he. He was sure that the bag had space
enough to hold only half-a-dozen coms more

So under the pretext of countmg the coms once agam, the chief got the bag
back from the traveller. "Sn'! As you can see, this bag has not space enough to
hold two hundred gold corns. Hence this bag 1s not certarnly yours It will go
back to the boy who has picked 1t up from the street."

Seconds later he contrnued: "But, Sir! We'll make all efforts to trace your
lost bag. As soon as we succeed mn our attempt we will defrn1tely call on you."
With a wink he added: "Till then, good-bye "

The traveller had no go but to grin and bear the Judgement.
In the prvacy of hs room, he wept butter tears over hus lost gold cons.

*
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20. My Rabbit is a Three-Legged Creature

Long, long ago there hved a teacher. His name was Guru Srvayogi. He had a few
obedient and loyal disciples They lved with the guru sharing hus meal and
shelter.

One day the guru called Veeran, the most courageous of all his d1sc1ples,
and told him, "Go to the forest and fetch me a fat rabbit. Cook its flesh and roast
its legs "

The d1sc1ple obeyed the guru's order. He went mto the forest and trapped a
fat rabbit. He made a tasty mmce of its flesh and roasted its legs. Tempted by the
smell of his own cookmg, he unhes1tatmgly ate one leg and took the other three
to hus guru.

The guru while eatmg found that one leg was missing. He called Veeran for
an explanation. "My master!" rephed Veeran, "The rabbit I trapped today had
only three legs."

Guru Srvayog knew that 1t was an unhkely excuse. So he repeatedly asked
hmm. But Veeran gave the same reply. Wishing to get the truth out of hmm, the
guru thought of a plan to trap him.

As the guru and his disciples were in the habit of smearing holy ash on their
foreheads, the former gave some to Veeran. It was a magical ash. Whoever
smeared 1t on hs forehead became mvsuble.

Veeran unaware of its magic power smeared the holy ash and became
mnvsable. Has joy knew no bounds. Since he loved food more than anything else
m the world, he tned his luck in the royal kitchen. He began to steal the food of
the kmg and then made a practice of 1t.

The chief cook complamed to the kmg, who m turn posted a number of
guards to catch the thief. But the food contmued to disappear. The king made it
known to the pubhc that the one who would catch the thief would get a reward of
a hundred gold corns.

Guru S1vayogi knew who the culprit was. He went to the kmg and said:
"Your majesty' It 1s easy to catch the thief. All that you have to do 1s to make the
royal kitchen very, very sultry and post the guards in every nook and corner of
It."

The next day all the wmdows and doors except the mam door were shut air
tight. There was not even enough ar inside to breathe.

Veeran, as usual, entered the kitchen He started tastmg one dish after
another The kitchen became so sultry that the mv1s1ble man began to sweat The
sweat that gushed from his forehead washed the magic holy ash away. He
became visible Before he could make hus escape, the vigilant guards caught hmm.
The kmg threw him m pnson and ordered him to be hanged on the next day

The guru heard of the kmg's verdict. He did not want to lose his bold
disciple. He went to the pnson and told Veeran: "Tomorrow you are going to be
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hanged. If you tell me the truth about the legs of the rabbit, I'll have you set
free."

But Veeran was very stubborn. "The rabbit I trapped had only three legs,"
he said The guru apprecrated hus intrepdity. He requested the kmng to forgrve
his disciple. The king heard the whole story. He laughed to his heart's content
and magnammously pardoned the culprit.

*

21. The Illiterate Critic

"O, what a lovely piece of work!"
"This 1s a rare specimen of craftsmanship "
"What a marvellous paintmg'"
People went on prausing a picture of two oxen fighting, painted by a very

famous artist. Proud of his work, the artist mounted his masterpiece on costly
silk hung from gold rods He safeguarded it m a cedar box He showed it to none
but hus intimate frends who always praised hs work.

Once in ten days the artist took his much-loved pamtmg out of the cedar
box, unrolled it and hung 1t m the sun as a precaution agamst silverfish and other
pests.

One day when a cowherd entered the artist's house to milk the cows he saw
the pamtmg of two oxen fightmg, hangmg on a pole exposed to the sun. He stood
m front of the picture and smiled broadly.

The artist who noticed the cowherd smlmng asked him: "Do you hke 1t?
Aren't the oxen life-like?"

The cowherd, who was only a boy, replied, "Sure, Su! They look hke real
oxen. But the fight is wrongly depicted." He continued hus smile.

The artist's eyes turned red "You 1lhterate fellow!" he yelled at the boy.
"What do you know about pamntmg? And whom do you take me for? I am a
master m pamtmg and there 1s none m this world who can excel me m my craft.
That picture you are lookmg at has been praised by great men Yet you find fault
in my work of art How dare you?"

"Cool down, Su!" said the boy. "I have no iota of doubt that you are a great
pamter. But allow me to pomt out the flaw mn that pamntmng you have displayed.
When oxen fight and butt with theu horns, they keep their tails tucked between
theu rumps. But m your picture they are fhckmg theu tails about. I have seen
oxen fight, ever smce I was a babe. But no ox fought hke this before. I doubt
only the authentcrty of the fight I may be an Illiterate, but you should
remember that a flaw Is a flaw."

The great pamter bent down his head for havmg scolded the illiterate
cowherd for hs smncere criticism.

k
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22. Only One

A rch merchant brought home two mangoes He gave them to his cook and said,
"I have invited a fnend of mine for tea. Peel off the skins and cut the frmt into
shces. When my fnend arnves here, serve us with two cups of tea and mango
shces."

The cook took the mangoes to the kitchen, peeled off the skins and sliced
the frmt The frmt was so npe and sweet-smelling that he was unable to resist the
temptation. He tasted a slice and found 1t very good. He tasted a second shce;
then a third and a fourth. He went on eating without knowing what he was doing
When there was nothing left to eat, he became aware of his blunder. He was
afraud of hrs master and didn't know what to do next.

When he was serously thinking of the next step, hus master called hmm and
asked: "Did you shce the frmt? My friend may be here any minute."

"No, Sir! I am a bit busy in cookmg food. To cut the fruit, I have to sharpen
the kmfe It may take some time As soon as I finish cookmg, rll take up that
work ?

"Well then' Give me the knufe. I'II sharpen 1t for you," so saymg the master
took the knufe to the garden. There he started sharpenmg 1t with a gnndstone.

The cook was ma fix. He heard someone knocking on the door. He went to
answer the knock. To his horror, he saw his master's fnend standmg there.

A sudden 1dea flashed mto the cook's mmd He told the guest in a very
fnendly tone: "Sir' Please listen to me 1f you want to save yourself. I think my
master 1s angry with you. He is sharpening a kmfe to cut off both your ears."

"What? To cut off my ears 1" exclaimed the guest. "What have I done to him
to deserve such treatment? He must be harbouring some grudge against me. Oh!
Is it for thus purpose he invited me??

"I thmk so, Sir. From the morning he has been in an unusually angry mood.
I heard him grumble: 'Let him come. I'll lop off his ears'. Why don't you see for
yourself?" The cook opened the kitchen window and the guest looked out and
saw his fnend sharpemng a kmfe.

Terrified, the guest took to hs heels.
Immediately the cook ran to the garden and cned to his master m haste.

"Master! Master! Your fnend 1s running off with the two mangoes I am unable
to stop hum. Catch hum."

The master holding hs knife rushed to the street and saw hus frend running.
He started chasing him, all the time shouting, "Give me one .. at least one. Give
me one ..only one."

The fnend heard the words. He thought that his fnend was asking for one of
his ears. He started running faster than before without even turning to look
back.

Unable to chase him further, the bulky master came back home.
*
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23. The Affectionate Mother

'A long time ago when all the Journeys were undertaken on foot, a young villager
desired to vusut all the places mn the South When he told hs mother about hIs
plan, she felt extremely sad She was afraid of lus gomg alone, for most of the
places had to be reached by passmg through thick dark forests Moreover, as an
affectionate mother, she did not want her son to be away from her for months
together. So she refused perm1ss1on. But her son was adamant She told him
about the dangers of crossmg the forests. But he had once for all determmed to
wander.

The mother had no alternative but to allow her son to go
"But you should promise me one thmg, my son," requested the mother.

"On your forward Journey, you should by all means take rest or sleep only under
the tamarind trees; on, your homeward Journey only under the margosa trees."

The son promised hs mother and started hus journey
A couple of weeks passed. The mother became anxious. Two days later,

there was a knock on the door.
The mother was not in the least surprised to see her son return so soon She

was happy for her trick had worked very well.
"What happened, my son? Why are you back so soon?" she asked feigning

ignorance.
"Oh, I should have taken your advice, my mother, and kept qmet at hoP'.!e

minding the cows and the fields. But the curos1ty to see places made me
undertake this arduous Journey. As promised. I took rest under the tamannd
trees. But I fell seriously 1ll within a week I was unable to contmue the Journey.
I had none to help me So J decided to make my way back home ,.

Hus mother listened to hum with rapt attention, all the time smlmng
"And on my homeward Journey, as mstructed by you, I took rest under the

margosa trees. I regamed my lost strength day after day And I am here before
you. But I do not know how I fell 111 and how I recovered It still remams a
mystery to me." So saymg the son went to the backyard to look after his cows

The mother laughed behmd his back and spoke to hen,clf thus· "My son!
Taking rest under the tamarind trees and breathing the hot arr 1t fans 1s bad for
the health It mcreases the temperature mn our body and so we fall 111 But
breathmg the cool air fanned by the margosa leaves lessens the temperature mn
our body and restores health. That was how you fell 1ll on the way and how you
came back home recovering from 1llness."

(More Tales to follow)

P RAJA



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
Miracles still happen in Brindavan by Krpavkshu Anl Mohan; HK. Publishers
and Distributors, Delh1, 1991, Pages v + 236; Rs 230.

THE Swam1j1 of Bharat Scvashram m Brmdavan asked the 20-year-old Anil
Mohan in 1954, "Well, boy, do you call that 'foreign lady' your Mother?" Aml
felt shocked He had never seen the Mother of the Ashram with his own eyes,
yet he perceived that he had seen her so many times m so many different forms.
Ami answered the Swam1J1, "We make all kmds of deities out of clay and stone
and worship them as 'Mother', don't we? And 1f we can worship statues of clay
and stone, then where is the wrong, Swam1J1, m callmg a woman of flesh and
blood 'Mother', though she may be a foreign lady?" It 1s this infalhb1Iity of his
fa1th and convcton that has made Kr1pavkshu Anul Mohan what he 1s today. He
again proclaims· "My Gurudev Sr Aurobmdo and the Mother were always mn
my heart, my constant commumon with them m yoga was so firm that distance
dd not matter at all." It is thus invinciblty of hus mutation mnto Sn Aurobindo's
Integral Yoga that brought him to Pondicherry about 40 years ago and made him
surrender totally and wllngly to the Gurudev and the Mother.

The book 1s a long confessional statement of a plgrmm's progress The
plgrm 1s none other than the author himself. Aml Mohan lost his fathei and
later, while studymg m college at Calcutta, his mother too, his whole support in
this world. He went to complete her last ntes to Gaya and, having no mind to go
back home, resolved to go to Pondtcherry Since he learnt that the Ashram
would not accept new people for the next few years, he was left with no other
choice than gomg to Sn Knshna's land, Brindavan. Bnndavan, the Land of
Love, 1s a kshetra and, ·'sanct1f1ed by the touch of the holy, contmues to exercise
a strong fascination, even a pull, over large sect10ns of humamty" smce "mamfes
tatuons of the Divine have taken place there." Sn M.P. Pandit mn his Foreword
says, "Brmndavan on earth 1s surely the physical focus of the onginal on a celestial
plane." No wonder, Ami chose Bnndavan for a temporary sojourn.

Inexpenenced and gullible as he was, Ami was cheated of his money by a
panda (gude) mn Gaya. From Prayag onwards he rode the tram without a ticket
and mn Agra he was caught and put m Mathura's Jail for a month's imprisonment.
He had already been m1t1ated mto Sn Aurobmdo's yoga and accepted Him as his
Guru He had had a vs1on on the last day m Mathura's jaul mn wh1ch he was
commanded to go to his Guru's Ashram, Pond1cherry. After release, he footed
the distance from Mathura to Bnndavan. He had with him two and a half rupees
given to him by the Jail authontles. On arnval m Brindavan, he exclaimed, "In
each and every gramn ot sand I could feel the very touch of the drvmne feet of
Radha and Knshna!" (p 33)

The author has a triple vis1on-the phys1cal, the sp1ritual and also the
507
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poetic. Bemg a poet, his descnptive prose often transforms mto elevated poetic
ebullience. The sketches (probably by himself) and photos add embelhshments
to the poetic spmt and bnng before our eyes the beautiful landscape of
Brindavan itself. As an Illustrative example, the expenence of his first bath mn the
Yamuna evokes a romantic painting in words on a large canvas, lavishly and
sensuously splashed with a rambow of colourful expressions Even ordmary
physical objects take on a wonderful appearance. "The beauty of eternal
Brindavan appeared before his eyes. All was delight to his eyes" (p 37).

Anl was accosted by one Kash1ram, a Bengalee from Bihar Kash1ram used
to run away from his family to Bnndavan whenever he felt so and had been well
versed in 1ts topography and details. He had befriended one Bepin Brajabas1
there who would shelter Kashiram until the latter's family sent him a money
order on instruction from him. When Ami saw women, each carrymg two or
three pots on her head one on top of the other, he visualized Krishna's mother
Yashoda carrying the pots that way. Ami shared Kashiram's accommodation
whuch was really a stable. Biting cold outs1de and burning hunger mnside
characterised his first mght m Brindavan. However, one is sure of a meal there,
for there are a lot of chhatras. But Ami was yet to feel 'at home'.

After Kashiram left, he stumbled into Bharat Sevashram for a shelter. The
head Swamiji of the Ashram and his disciple, another SwamiJi from Gaya,
verified hs b1o-data and at last accommodated him. When Ami was not able to
understand "mlands", the Swamij1 doubted his credentials as a former Calcutta
Unrversty student. This necessitated another test by the Swamij but Ami passed
with flying colours. Though he felt the essential quality of Brmndavan-the
emotion of love and delight, he often heaved a sigh, lookmg m the direction of
too distant Pondicherry. He left Bharat Sevashram after 15 days despite the
Swam1gs' love and care.

In Brindavan, even begging has a special name, madhukar which means
'the collection of honey.' And here honey 1s understood to represent the grace of
Radha and Knshna. Chapter 5 is a kind of re-enactment mn words of the love
story of Radha and Krshna. Along with the reportmgwnter, the reader feels the
glow of the divme hght w1thm ht by the devotional songs. The young Anil came
mto contact with another memorable character, a wandering ascetic mmstrel,
Nitai Baun, a refugee from East Bengal mn the wake of the Partition v10lence.
Nitai Bauri's young wife was abducted by some ruffians on the way and his
elderly mother died from the shock of it. The conversation of Ami with him
brmgs before our eyes the Partition horror. Baun got imtiated into bhek, the
term used for mnitration mto Vaushnavsm. Anil resisted ths as he had already
been 1nitrated into Sn Aurobmndo's Life D1vine. Hs stay at the Mirzapur
Dharmashala introduced to him SharmaJl, its manager, a typical character
through whom Ami exposes the mherent weakness of the physical mmd. Anil
was employed as a domestic help mn the residence of SharmaJi's third wife,
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Sumita11. There was a difference of at least 40 years between her age and
Sharma11's. Sumitaji unlocked her heart to Anil and gave expression to her
agony of bemg the wife of an elderly and sickly husband who had already had
two heart-attacks. She marned the old man mn order to repay her drunkard
father's debts to Sharman. However, she identified SharmaJi with Sn Krishna.
Anil called her 'Brajangana', one of the Gopus of the Lord. Ironically, she lost
her husband very soon and, in the author's op1mon, she was not a widow but a
lvmng 'Brajangana' in the real sense.

Arni became friendly with one Madhu Sorkal who introduced him to 'Sn
Gauranga Dramatic Club'. Ami was terribly in need of some Job to subsist on.
So he was forced to play the character of a fat and gluttonous Brahmin m the
play called Bhakta Handas. His empty stomach was heavily padded to portray
the greedy man's ludicrous pot-belly, though ms1de he was starving (p 170) This
combmnaton of humour and pathos mn hs narrative skull speaks of hus unsophIs
tcated bemg. As Sr M.P. Pandit says, "He is convincing when he speaks of hrs
experience.'' With hus real story-telling skull, he "gives a most entertamning and
informative picture of hfe m Brmdavan" (A.M. Stuttle).

Ami later entered the household of Mr. Goswami, the servitor of the
Damodar Temple and one of the patrons of the Dramatic Club Then he had a
sojourn m Rabhupad Kuhr-a Vaishnava monastery. The young wives of the
Brajabas1s were astoundingly beautiful but their beauty never disturbed the
author's mind. Smee his mmd lay somewhere else, Ami felt that he could not
become a monk or Vaishnavite himself. He decided to leave Brmdavan and head
straight for Pond1cherry There was no one he felt closer to than Sn Aurobmdo
He felt it imperative to reach Pondicherry, his spmtual master's place at any
cost-to travel even without a ticket. On the last day in Bnndavan, all his
experience there had become a thmg of the past In mysterious circumstances he
lost his old clothes while bathmg and had to spend almost all his savmgs on
buymg new clothes.

He was now left with two or three rupees. He had to go out of Brmdavan as
he came mto 1t mn terms of money, but not without experiencing the miracles of
Bnndavan He went straight to Banka BehanJi's temple and purchased some
mulk sweets with the remaining money and offered them mn worship to the deity
Unusually, the pnest kept only a very httle prasad and returned most of the
sweets. When he was looking for someone to accept the prasad, he was
confronted by a most remarkable sight An exquusrtely beautiful young female
Vaishnava came to him with both hands outstretched. He filled her two hands
with the sweets. Even after filling her hands, qmte a quantity still remamed in
the packet. He prayed to Radharani. The same young Vashnava lady again
appeared and got the rest of it. Radharam did not let Anil's desire be unfulfilled
It was Radharani herself who appeared to him in the guuse of that Vaushnava
woman. A miracle indeed! Later on the way to the Yamuna for a last dip, Anl
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met a man, hs physique and even his complexion were typically those of Sr
Krishna He had a nice bamboo flute mn h1s hand. He whispered a mantra mn
Amil's ear much against the latter's res1stance Anil Mohan had already surren
dered to Sn Aurobmndo, hs own Krishna. Such miracles still happen mn
Brindavan Even the chaptensation of the book mto 12 neat chapters symbo
l1cally suggests that the miracles take place through all the 12 months of a year
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(Continued from the ssue of June 1992)

"HOW TO PREPARE OURSELVES TO BECOME THE TRUE
INSTRUMENTS OF THE MOTHER'S GREAT WORK

FOR EARTH AND HUMANITY?"

Speech by Nandini Guthi

THE subject of our semmar consists of two related parts. I shall deal with them
successively

Fust: What 1s the Great Work of The Mother for earth and humanity?
Before I attempt to explain 1t, I must mention that The Mother did not

begm Her Great Work only in Her present hfe, nor did She carry it on by Herself
alone. She commenced 1t from the begmnmg of earth's evolutionary history and
it was always carred on jointly with Sr Aurobmdo. Please note that thus 1s not
my conJecture. Both She and Sn Aurobmdo have themselves stated 1t a number
of times. I will read here only a few bnef statements in which They have said this.

About Herself, The Mother has said: "Smee the begmnmg of the earth,
wherever and whenever there was the possrbluty of manifesting a ray of
Consciousness, I was there."" And to a sadhak who asked Her, "May I know
how many centunes past you have been on earth?", She rephed: "I have never
left the earth smce its formation. "2

About Sn Aurobmdo also She has said: "Since the beginnmg of earth
history, Sn Aurobmdo has always presided over the great earthly transforma
tions, under one form or another, one name or another " Sn Aurobindo
Himself said the same thing to a sadhak who asked him what He and The Mother
were domg dunng their previous lives His brief answer was: "Carrying on the
evolution "4 When further asked to elucidate this answer, he said. "That would

' Collected Works of The Mother (Cent Ed). Vol 13, p 37
Sn Aurobndo Circle, 34th Number, p VIII

' Collected Works of The Mother (Cent Ed ), Vol 13,p 10
On Hmself (Cent Ed , Vol 26), p 445
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mean wnting the whole of human history .,,
It will be clear from these few bref statements of The Mother and Sn

Aurobmndo about Their work that 1t 1s related to the earth's evolutionary history
and cons1sts mn pressing on that evolution starting from mnconscent Matter
through its intermediate stages of Life and Mind and Supermind till 1t reaches its
culmination in the superconsc1ent Spmt

But evolution on earth from Matter to Spmt 1s usually a very slow and tardy
process working upwards through long mllennums, though at each forward
stage 1t gradually gets accelerated This 1s because the Spunt which 1s always the
motive-force of the evolutionary msus remains veiled and allows its instrumental
powers of Nature to operate on the surface But in this slow and tardy process
there arnve certain crucal perods of transit1on when the Sp1rt directly inter
venes to carry the evolutionary movement to 1ts next hugher stage. Th1s
intervention takes the form of a special incarnation of the Supreme Spint or the
Divine <;u1ted to the need of each cnt1cal penod. Dunng such a penod the
Incarnate Drvmne hmmself becomes active and, assuming effective control of the
evolutionary movement, lifts 1t up to 1ts next higher level. Such penods,
according to Sr Aurobmndo, are the hours of God

There have been several such hours of God in the past history of terrestnal
evolution marked by the advent of a seres of Divine Incarnations At the
present moment the evolution has arnved at one more crucial stage when 1t 1s
poised to rse from the mental to the supramental level. So we can call 1t one
more hour of God And dunng this penod the Divine has incarnated as Sn
Aurobmndo to manifest the supermmnd on earth, Jointly with The Mother.

Now I shall try to explain how we should prepare ourselves to become the
true instruments of The Mother in Her Great Work, which forms the second part
of the subject of thus Seminar Thus preparation on our part'Is essential because
though the Divine 1s All-Powerful yet at the human stage of evolution a certain
preparat10n on the part of the human race to make itself fit for the next
supramental stage 1s needed Thus preparation, at least 1n a small section of
human1ty, 1s the necessary condition for the successful accomplishment of the
supramental mamfestat1on on earth

How are we to prepare ourselves for this momentous change? Basically the
preparation consists in carrying out the whole process of total transformation by
practising Sr Aurobmndo's mntegral yoga

But then 1t may be asked: what are the chief requirements of practising this
integral yoga1 What are the main cond1t1ons of preparation for the supramental
change?

Thus, Indeed, 1s the most Important part of the top1c of our Seminar But I
do not w1~h to elaborate on It m my own words I have found a letter of Sn
Aurobmndo mn whuch He has laid down succinctly the main cond1tions of

' Ibd
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preparation for the supramental change which together com,t1tute the whole
endeavour of supramental transformation I shall read out this letter to you here.

MAIN CONDITIONS OF PREPARATION FOR THE
SUPRAMENTALCHANGE

"Get the p:;,ych1c being in front and keep 1t there, putting its power on the
mind, vital and physical, so that 1t shall communicate to them its force of smngle
minded aspiration, trust, faith, surrender, direct and 1mmed1ate detection of
whatever 1s wrong in the nature and turned towards ego and error, away from
Light and Truth.

"Ehminate eg01sm in all its form:;,, ehminate 1t from every movement of
your consciousness

"Develop the cosmic consciousness-let the ego-centrc outlook drsappear
in wideness, Impersonality, the sense of the Cosmic DIvmne, the percept1on of
universal forces, the reahsat1on and understanding of the cosmic manifestation,
the play

"Find 1n place of ego the true bemng-a portion of the Drvmne, Issued trom
the World-Mother and an instrument of the manfestaton Ths sense of bemng a
port1on of the Divine and an in:;,trument should be free from all pnde, sense or
claim of ego or assertion of superorty, demand or des1re For 1f these elements
are there, then 1t 1s not the true thing

"Most in doing yoga hve in the mind, vital. physical, ht up occasionally or to
some extent by the higher mind and by the illumined mind, but to prepare for the
supramental change 1t 1s necessary (as soon as, personally, the tmme has come) to
open up to the Inturton and the overmmnd. so that these may make the whole
being and the whole nature ready for the supramental change Allow the
consciousness qmetly to develop and widen and the knowledge of the:;,e things
will progressively come.

"Calm, d1scnminat1on, detachment (but not indifference) are all very
important, for thelf opposites impede very much the transformmg action
Intensity of aspiration should be there, but 1t must go along with these No hurry,
no mnert1a, neither ragas1c over-eagerness nor tamasuc discouragement-a steady
and persistent but quuet call and working No snatching or clutching at real1sa
ton, but allowing realisation to come from within and above and observing
accurately its field, its nature, 1ts lmmuts.

"Let the power of The Mother work in you, but be careful to av01d any
mixture or subst1tut1on, in its place, of either a magnified ego-working or a force
of Ignorance presenting itself as Truth Asplfe especially for the ehminat1on of
all obscunty and unconsc10usness in the nature.

"These are the main cond1t1ons of preparation for the supramental change,
but none of them 1s easy, and they must be complete before the nature can be
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said to be ready. If the true attitude (psych1c, unego1stuc, open only to the D1vine
Force) can be established, then the process can go on much more qmckly. To
take and keep the true attitude, to further the change m oneself, 1s the help that
can be given, the one thing asked to ass1st the general change.""

March 5, 1932

Letters on Yoga (Cent Ed. Vol 23). pp 554-55
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